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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The program material, instructions and procedures
contained in this book assume that the user has a working
knowledge of both surveying and the general operation
of the Hewlett-Packard 48SX calculator.

Technical assistance is limited to verification of the results
shown in the various examples used in the Owner's Manual
for this product, and is available to those with registered
manual numbers.

User Support staff are available between the hours of
3:00 A.M. and 12:00 Noon (pacific time), Monday through
Friday. For assistance, call (209) 276-3460.

WARNING
THIS SOFTWARE AND MANUAL ARE BOTH PROTECTED
BY U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW (TITLE 17 UNITED STATES
CODE). UNAUTHORIZED REPRODUCTION AND/OR
SALES MAY RESULT IN IMPRISONMENT OF UP TO ONE
YEAR AND FINES OF UP TO $10,000 (17 USC 506).
COPYRIGHT INFRINGERS MAY ALSO BE SUBJECT TO
CIVIL LIABILITY.

D'Zidm
P. O. Box 9790

Fresno, CA 93794 - 9790
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There are a number of things to be aware of, before you
begin to use the programs contained in this surveying
packet. Please resist the urge to instali the programs
and start traversing, and read this introduction.

introduction

Your reaction to the 48 will depend on what calculator
you've been using. If you have been using a 41 with a
survey pac, some of what the 48 can do will seem just
short of fantastic . . . on the other hand, if ycu've been
using some of our HP42S software, you'll find yourself
thinking that the 48 is a little slow.

When we began writing the programs for this survey
packet, we found that there are two things that can work
very slowly in the 48. Graphics and displays. We found
a way to make the displays react in a reasonable manner,
and got around the graphics speed by not using graphics.

Most field surveyors don't have the time to st:ad around
and watch their calculator draw pictures, and ycu can

(literally) do that if you try to plot out your subdivision
or topo on the screen.

If this is the book that you received with your copy of
Surveying Packet #1, you have version 1.00. This, as
with all programming, hints at newer, or better, versions

in the future. This doesn't mean that you bought your
copy too soon, because UPDATES are FREE. All you have
to do is fill out and return the registration card.

product upgrade plan

Your D'Zign software has been designed to give you
flexibility in your calculations as well as rapid solutions
to your field problems. We are continually attempting tc
improve our products to make them better and easier to
use.

Your input is also needed. We need to know what our
programming doesn't do that you may need in your
particular type of work.

how it works

As part of the upgrade plan, free copies of each new
version will be sent out as it is produced. The registered

o
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purchasers of Surveying Packet #1 will receive a new
program disk and any necessary addendum pages.
Registered manual owners will receive the addendum
pages, and can upgrade their programming through the
original source of their program. This manual has been
done in sections, to allow for future additions.

user support

We want you to get maximum performance from your D'Zign
product. If you have questions or if you should encounter
any difficulties, we will be glad to help! Most of the time
you will find the answers right in your Owner's Manual,
so check there first. If you still have questions, call for
help. Our Support Staff is available at (209) 276-3460
between 3:00 A.M. and 12:00 noon PACIFIC time.

product replacement plan

In spite of our rigorous testing and high quality control
standards, even D'Zign Products sometimes need replace-
ment. In the event your disk proves to be defective,
it will be replaced at no charge within 90 days of purchase
or for a $20.00 service fee thereafter.

If you think you have a defective product, call our Support
Line. Upon confirmation that a problem exists, mail the
defective product, your proof of purchase and a
description of the problem you are experiencing to D'Zign.
A product returned without proof of purchase is not
eligible for warranty replacement.

NOTICE

No express or implied warranty is made by D'Zign or the author with regard

to the procedures and program material offered or their merchantability

or their fitness for any particular purpose. The keystroke procedures

and program material are made available solely on an "as-is" basis, and

the entire risk as to their quality and performance is with the user.

Should the procedures or program material prove defective, the user (and

not D'Zign nor any other party) shall bear any and all cost of all necessary

correction and all incidental or consequential damages. D'Zign and/or

the author shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages

in connection with or arising out of the furnishing, use, or performance

of the keystroke procedures or program material.

Note: additional manuals are $40 each

\_ /
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READ THE REMAINDER OF THIS
SECTION BEFORE CONTINUING

parameters

The output generated by your programs depends on the
settings you have extablished, and the settings are made
by using the PARAMETER file. When your main menu,

RGe!lRNLRI‘I{...h.;%.!.!!!m=
is showing, stroke @@ Hilili{ill to access the program.

 
A screen like the one shown to - ——

the right will appear, and each SUGD Dutput: BEARING ‘
 

of the settings can be changed |sugt With « P?IL.;I;[I?

Frinter:
by using the softkey menu. Foint, Protect is HN '

IR

The current filename is displayed Filanzme 'MRRY2’ o
at the bottom of the screen first, |EFTENMITIOEREGERGE MG l

followed by the rest of the s
current parameters.

   
The first 2 lines of the display set the output for programs
like Traverse, Intersection, etc. The first line options
are bearing output or azimuth output. Change the output

by stroking L

Line 2 has options for working in 2-, 3- or 4-dimensional

coordinate mode. Three-dimensional traversing, as an
example, will require input of an H.I. elevation each
course; if you aren't actually in the field doing the
traverse, the 2-DIM setting would be more appropriate.
If the stored coordinates include an elevation, it will be
displayed as part of the output anyhow. Toggle the second
line with ng;r!“m’!;H

jil.LLELE

point protection

There are always mixed feelings about point protection.
If you are using COGO to just generate some needed
coordinates and don't need intermediate results, you can
just reuse 'throwaway' point numbers, and "used point"
prompts are a pain in the neck.

On the other hand, if you accidentally overwrite a point
in a serious file of coordinates you'll wish you had point
protection. Because most of us work both ways, we've
set it up so that you may turn it on or off. Toggle by

stroking W
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The output of the layout programs may be either azimuth
or angle-right. Select or change that parameter with

printer parameters

The printer type options allow for using either the
InfraRed or a serial printer, and further, either a 40 or
80 character output for the serial printer.

If you are going to use a serial printer you should read
pages 610 and 611, of the HP48 Owner's Manual, as well

as the section on setup (page 617) of the I/0O parameters.
The necessary flag settings in the HP48 are automatically
changed when you select the printer type with mrfi

Ll

Whether or not the printer is being used affects how some
of the programs work, so that is also selectable, using

additional parameters

Stroking [ETH# will bring up additional softkeys and their
current settings.

The key sets the output parameter for the programs,
CONVERSIONS and ACCUMULATE.

South azimuth is set with the EHER key. Default is north
azimuth, but once set to south azimuth, the programs will
all use south azimuth until re-set.

code

This is a timesaving function included in several of the
functions, and is also used to define a 'block' of coordin-
ates. The form used by Ver. 3.0 is 1st number FIj 2nd
number. When the input calls for more than one number,
the items are always separated by spaces ([¥).

exiting

It is extremely important that you EXIT each program when
you have finished with it. In many cases the keystroke,
#ITi@, will be in the menu prompt bar, but if it isn't,
stroking (@@ brings up a menu that contains the softkey.

1-4
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installation

Before you start to transfer this packet to your HP48SX
you should read chapter 33 of the Owner's Ianuals for
the calculator. It begins on page 612, in Volume II.

Your calculator should contain a 128K RAM card, with the
memory merged to main memory. Because it is merged,
the programming is installed into PORT 0, regardless of
which port the RAM card is in.

kermit

Kermit protocol was developed at Columbia University
Center for Computing Activities. Contrary to common
belief, the Kermit programs are not necesarily in the public
domain. The version included on the diskette furnished
with your surveying packet is actually copyrighted by
Hewlett-Packard, as part of their Serial Interface Kit, and
reproduced with their permission.

Kermit programs are provided "as-is", with no warranty
of any kind. Columbia University, the individual
programmers, and the contributing institutions make no
claim as to their correct operation or the accuracy of the
documentation . . . Kermit is not a commercial venture.

port

Our instructions tell you to SET PORT 1. If you have
accessories on your PC (mouse?) the correct port for use
may be PORT 2 instead.

file transfer

Additional programming is included on your diskette for
transforming files from the PC format to the HP48 format
we use, and back again. This software is also provided
"as-is" with no express or implied warranties.

getting started

One of the best 'first moves' is to make a backup copy
of the diskette, and print out the text files, which contain
the specific instructions for each of the programs.
D'Zign's License Agreement with you allows you to make
one copy, for backup purposes, and it must show our
copyright on its label. Once you are sure you understand

\_ /
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the process, you are ready to hook your calculator up
to the PC and down-load the required library (or libraries)

to your HP48SX, as follows:

The first thing to do is to match
the settings on the 48 and PC. [gr/y
They should look something like HSCIi/binargi binary
the information shown to the b%t . m 8
right, and note that all of the Eheckgf,,. type: 3
programming is downloaded from translate code:3
the PC in binary code.

170 setup menu
re: vire

On the calculator, you would stroke () @8 to bring up
the 1/0 menu bar. Stroke the (O key under SETUP to
set the parameters for the transfer. To leave the setup
area after you have set the parameters, stroke (G @B
again.

Regardless of which optional libraries you may want to
add, the first library to down-load is PKT1L003, which
has a Library Number of 787. For other libraries, follow
the same steps exactly, with the exception that you add
the letter suffix to the name where the t is.

on the computer

 

Initiate Kermit by typing =

KERMIT ¢J]
1. prompt: KERMIT-MS)

keystrokes: l,q

SET PORT 1 J
2. prompt: KERMIT-MS)

keystrokes: .

SET BAUD 9600 ;|
3. prompt: KERMIT-MS)

keystrokes:

SEND PKT1L003* /1]
At the same time (approximately) that you stroke the last
key on the computer, stroke the (O key under RECV in
the 48's menu bar.

2-2
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4. When the computer tells you that the transfer is
complete, stroke {ff) and you should see liHi{# in the menu
bar. Stroke the [ key, then the (O key under [[Hfll and
then stroke () @8. This should recall the library to
Level 1 in the display.

Again stroke [ and the () key under LIif#. Now purge
it by stroking (&)@. Next, follow the keystrokes below:

PGB0D
enten fsroffgdlon

Turn the calculator back on, and it should sort of 'blink'.

Do these keystrokes: B @ D

Stroke and stroke the J key under ATTAC.

Now, select your options. The table of contents indicates
which programs are in each of the optional libraries, and
the programs which you opt to include require that you
down-load the library that includes any program that you
want to have in your calculator.

If you haven't left kermit on the PC, it isn't necessary
to reset the baud rate or port, so starting at step 3, repeat
the procedure with the next library. Substitute the
correct Library Number in place of 787 when you attach
the library. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all of your options
are loaded and attached to the home directory.

With that done, the directory can be down-loaded. Select
the PKT1 directory with the correct suffix for the libraries
you have installed from the chart below.
 

 

 

 

  

LIBRARIES USED USE LIBRARIES USED USE
/87 PKTIA /87 +792 +793 PKT1E

/87 +/91 PKT1B /87 +/91 +/93 PKTIF

/87 +/91 +792 PKTIC /87 +/92 PKT16

787 +791 +792 +793 PKT1D 787 +793 PKTIH      
on the computer

prompt: KERMIT-MS)
keystrokes: SEND PKT1+ Jl]

\- %
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on the HP48SX

Stroke the (O key under RECV. This transfer goes pretty
fast, and when it is completed you have finsished the
downloading.

Stroke the (@) key to return to the main menu bar and
you should see Stroke the (O key under it to go
into the directory (your top path line should now read
"HOME PKT1t") and your menu line should show

 

interfacing

Files that are generated by the programs in Version 3.0
may be down-loaded to your PC and transformed with the
(included) program, 482PC.EXE, after which they are in

the form of an ASCII file, compatible with most PC software
used for surveying. Your PC software, in turn, probably

contains a program for transforming the ASCII file to DXF.

file transfer
. ZZHF: T(3YADIF(.) 3

To transfer a file from the ("; i, 3¢ ’
48 to the PC, your I/O [ S030.0668 S5036.48875 274.96 1

"0+00 HEIDI DR" 3 ¢
parameters should be set t0 [ "43.0 2268 5030. 44623 273.44 3
ASCII instead of binary. "6+80 HEIDI DR" 3} <

[ 4360.2256 S052.3449 277 1
. . . "H20 METER" ) «

With the filename in Level 1, [ 4360 4579.414 O 1

use kermit to send the file ;423512_L‘;4;2(4677 9992 277.57 1
to the PC. }f you were to  .cor BB COURT GB* 3 :
view the file, it would <«

. [ 4182.9508 4677.9992 276.55 1appear on your screen in ..o pr"eoieT BB3
the form shown to the right. <«

F EACA AILAN 1OATYE A N

transforming

Execute the program, 482PC.EXE, for the screen prompt:

THIS FROGRAM IS FOR CONVERTING D°Zign COORDINATE FILES TO THE ASCII FORMAT.

SOURCE FILE NAME MUST INCLUDE DRIVE, DIRECTORY, FILE NAME AND EXT.

SOURCE FILE NAME

If all of your work is being done in the same directory,
the drive and directory need not be input. Type in the
filename and stroke LFT \- J
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OUTPUT FILE WILL BE STORED IN THE CURRENT UNLESS A PATH IS ENTERED .
DO NOT ADD AN EXTENTION, THE EXTENTION .ASC, WILL BE ADDED BY THE PROGRAM.
OUTPUT FILE NAME

Respond to this prompt by input of a filename for the
output ASCII file and stroke @]

The file has been transformed to a PC ASCII file, and

now, if viewed, looks like

1,500, 0668, 5056, 48875, 274.96, 0+00 HEIDI DR
2,4760.2268,5030. 44625, 273, 44, 6+80 HEIDI DR
3, 4360.2256, 5052, 3449, 277, H20 METER
4,4760,4579.414,0,45 ELL
5, 4592, 9492, 4677.9992, 277.57,COR BB COURT GE

Going the other way (ASCII file to HP48 form), use
PC248.EXE for the transformation. This program will also
prompt for the SIZE of the HP file.

Before transfer of the new file to the 48, use the Version
3.0 file system to create a new file with the filename you
are going to use for the file. This is not necessary if
the filename already exists in the HP48.

To convert an ASCII file in the computer to the form used
by the programming in the 48, execute the program,
PC248.EXE.
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR CONVERTING ASCII COORDINATE FILES WITH THE FORMAT

POINT NUMBER, NORTHING, EASTING, ELEVATION, DESCRIPTION, TO THE HP

48 SX FORMAT, COMPATABLE WITH DZign"s PKT1 DATA FILES. SOURCE FILES

MAY BE EITHER COMMA OR SPACE DELIMITED.

SOURCE FILE NAME MUST INCLUDE DRIVE, DIRECTORY, FILE NAME AND EXT.
SOURCE FILE NAME

Again, if all of the work is being done in the same
directory, it is not necessary to input the directory or
drive. Input the filename, including the extention, if
there is one. Stroke @

HF FILE SIZE

Input the size of the file, stroke él

OUTPUT FILE WILL BE STORED IN THE CURRENT DIRECTORY UNLESS A PATH

IS ENTERED. DO NOT ADD AN EXTENTION TO THE FILE NAME.
OUTPUT FILE NAME   
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Type in the 48 filename that matches the filename in the
48 file system and stroke :‘j

Transfer the file to the 48, with kermit. When the transfer
is completed, stroke (@} to return to the main menu. The
new filename will appear at the left side of the menu bar
(note: because this is an existing file, the transfer will
add a 1 to the end of the filename. This is normal.).

Stroke [, then the (3 key under the menu listing and

OO(R
Type in the filename ([ filename IIZP) and stroke

Q@
The file is now in the 48 and may be used with any of
the programming.

general note:

The above system may be used for any of the data files
containing coordinates of topo pickup (DATA). Storage
files used with the Levels and/or EDM Slope Staking
programs use a different system.

Leveling or Slope Staking files are designed to be output
to a printer for permanent record. If the printer is OFF
and the programs are output, they will single-step through
the output so that the results may be written down. When
the printer is ON, the total file is 'dumped' to the printer
continuously.
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All of the programs in the COordinate GeOmetry directory
store coordinates into a file. The file into which they
are stored is selected by the user, and is the current
file.

— —1 When you first enter the COGO
L directory, the screen display will

13 THE ;‘IJRREHT FILf | remind you which file you are
using, as shown to the left.

 

D YOl WANT X
CHANGE FILE‘S\'1

Note that the current file is a file
named 'NULL'. We have included

- this file with the programming so
that there is a file tobegln with. It is sized at 100.
WARNING: never purge all of the files at the same time.

 

coordinate storage

Because different programs have different requirements,
input of the coordinates varies slightly from program to
program. More specifically, when you use the option,
TN , to answer the POINT NUMBER? prompt.

This prompt expects a point number and then selection
of either FIEH or Wilin response. Where appropriate,
a third option, [[{li7] is also given.1

POINT NUMBER?

Input the point number you want to use, and
then stroke the key corresponding to the option:

If the point number is that of coordinates that
are already stored, stroke ’!':‘§:53i'!5:‘li'ii§

1.1

If the coordinates have not yet been stored, stroke [
One of the input menus will be shown:

1 2[TTNB=T
For the first type, input the north coordinate, stroke (B3
(or I ). input the east coordinate and stroke! :

 

The second type of menu requires that you stroke flu!u’“fl:.':fl
i i keys to input the coordinates.

If you want to input the elevation, input the value and
then stroke Hi#34%. You may also enter a descriptor at
this point: stroke > () B, type in the description, and
stroke 1AM . When input is completed, stroke

\_
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These programs do not make any distinction between
"bearing-azimuth" and "field angle" traversing. Once you
are in the TRAVERSE program, you may use any method
of traversing which you want to use.

NORTH

Bearings are input with quadrant Nw NE
codes and the quadrants are N 7
numbered with the same system
that has been used by Hewlett-
Packard since the first surveying - 7 v .
programs for handheld HP's came

out. quadrant codes

The bearing and quadrant code are entered, separated
by either §@ or [EHIR. and then a [IIId key is stroked.

And, some CAUTIONS: These programs do not recognize
sideshots as different from traverse shots. If you use
the angle-adjustment, or either the compass or transit
adjustment programs, you will get incorrect answers if
the traverse contains sideshots. There are ways to keep
this from being a problem.

1. Use point numbers for the sideshots that are high
enough to be outside the point numbers used for the
traverse itself. If you are doing a traverse that will use
point numbers 1 through 7, use numbers 11 and up for
the sideshots.

2. Calculate the traverse without the sideshots, adjust
it, and then do an INVERSE traverse from point to point
to point, setting the sideshots as you go. This is quick
and simple, because the coordinates are stored by point
number in all of these programs.

conventions

You may traverse from one pcint
& to another by input of the pearing
> and quadrant code (or azimuth),

 

  
fj S0 or you may turn an angle to the

O /deflection next point.

Z right  The illustration to the left shows
the relationship of these angles,

’VCLE LE‘E& referenced to the backsight and/  
foresight.
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Traverses may be thought
of as either "closed" or
"

qpen" tx.'averses. For use right, or deflections to
with this program, the the left or right
CLOSED TRAVERSE may be 2
either of two types. What
we will call Type A is one
similar to the one shown
to the right.

Angles may be left or

In this type of traverse, =«
the line from 1 to 2 is &
usually a known line which <
is included in the traverse.

  
closing
angle    
 

 

lvfi ”~

The two points used would R
be part of a property or Begins and ends at the
monument line, and the same pg‘m of kgow" or

. . inates.
basis of bearings would be assume coordinates
the bearing of the line.

This type of traverse also closes back to the original point
of beginning, and allows the turning of a closing angle,
which is turned at the first (and last) point, foresighting
the second point.

What we will consider to be a Type B closed traverse is
one which begins at one known point and ends at another
known point. For this type (below) the basis of bearings
is usually obtained by backsighting another known point.

Angles may be turned to the left
2 or right, or as deflections left or

right\

R closing
\ angle N

    

 

     
B.0.B.    known bearing 1

Begins at a point withB / \
known coordinates and ¢ %
backsights along a line Closes at a known-
of known bearing. coordinate and to

a course of known
bearing.  J

U
!
W



 

 

An OPEN TRAVERSE is one
which, while it may begin
at a known point, does not
close to any point or line

: : Does NOT close to awhich allows adjustment of point of known coord-

the traverse. inates or a line with
a known bearing.

5

   

 

  

 

Angles may be turned left or right,
&' as deflections left or right

 

CBegins at a point with
the coordinates either

known or assumed.

An OPEN traverse may also be considered as being an
'unfinished' traverse, in that it could later be used as
a portion of a traverse which will be closed.

More often, a traverse of this type is run as part of a
topographic survey, where the traverse is considered
accurate enough without correction.

For the CLOSED type of traverse, the angular error is
usually distributed equally among the angles, prior to
adjustment of the traverse.

If the surveyor wanted to distribute some of the angular
error to specific points (i.e.: short backsight, tall grass,
tree limbs, etc) it could be done at this time, and the
traverse then calculated again. The remaining angular
error can then be taken out automatically with the angle
adjustment routine.

After angle adjustment, the final adjustment may be made
with either COMPASS or TRANSIT method, both of which
are included in the programming.

Note: The instructions which follow are for traversing
in 2-Dimensional coordinates. Instructions for traversing
with the parameters set for 3-DIM begin on page 3-45. j 
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selecting the output

Before you enter the traverse program, use Wililiill to select
the output, either bearings or azimuths (see pages 1-3
and 1-4) toggle with [[:ild.

 

\

COGD Dtet HZIMUTH | In addition to the selection of
T -DIM azimuth or bearing, check the
Lauout With £ RIGHT setting on DIM. Unless you are
v-'olnf Erofm* is OFF . 8 . . y

Tnter: TR in the field, running a traverse
N in 3-dimensions, the best setting

Filename 'MARYZ ; _
RTARGGe Is 2-DIM.

— When the existing coordinates are
stored as three dimensional, the elevation is displayed
when the coordinates are output, regardless of the current
DIM setting.

 

 

 

This program uses two 'traversing' menus:
(ERMGFAZIMCODE |INV[CLOSE] EXIT BN H.015 1£.015| SIDE |CURVELLRT:[DEFS
If the next function you want to use is not in the menu
that is currently displayed, the alternate menu will be
displayed if you stroke [f§ .

  

starting coordinates

With the correct file selected and the output type chosen,
the calculator is ready for input of a starting point, and
prompts

POINT NUMBER?

Input the point number you want to use, and
then stroke the key corresponding to the option:

 

If the point number is that of an already stored
pair of coordinates, stroke

 

If the coordinates have not yet been stored,
stroke

  

Input the north coordlnateand stroke m

Input the east coordinate and stroke

\_   
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3. If this is an existing pair of coordinates, but

you want to duplicate them under a new point
number for this traverse, stroke

 

NEW POINT NUMBER?

3a. Input the new point number you want to
assign, and stroke

 

)The output will be similar to the [fF——— o

screen shown to the right. \

Beginning at "\ \
The last pair of coordinates
calculated will always appear \ N
toward the bottom of the display. ‘ E
If a printer is in use the same
information is printed out.

 

e

 

¥ 1
59.Bk
040, 3300 PRRNGAZIMCDE|INV JCLOSE]EIT |

p
 
 

bearing input

Bearings are input in two steps, the bearing angle is
entered, then the quadrant code is input.

1. Input the bearing, stroke m

2. Input the quadrant code, and stroke

W
e

Courses may be entered as asimuths instead of bearings
(if the bearing is northeast, it saves keystrokes).

azimuth input

1. Input the azimuth and stroke e

WklLl
input by point code*

The bearing or azimuth between any two stored coordinate
pairs may be called up automatically by using "CODE".
This 'code' consists of the two point numbers, entered
in the form, AAA B bbb, where AAA is the first point

* Additional features of the E{[1H; key are described in detail
Kon page 3-44. The key has shifted functions for auto-right  

angle and any angle by code input.
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number, and bbb is the second.

1. Input the code for the two points, in the form
noted above, and stroke ur;;;'fl';z'::;;’

8eedenadeeg8.00828

With this method of input the 'whole' bearing is used,
rather than a rounded off re-input number.

setting the direction

This initial direction may be the azimuth or bearing toward
the point you want to set. That is, it may be the first
direction of the traverse.

It may also be a BASIS OF BEARINGS from which an angle
or deflection angle is then turned, to set the direction
of the first course of the traverse. If the latter, the
direction of the basis of bearings should be the direction
toward the first point.

direction by inverse

You can also establish the direction of the first course
by inversing to the next point.

1. Input the point number of the coordinates you
wish to inverse to and stroke BT

You can begin a traverse from existing points (in storage)
by inversing from the backsight to the instrument point,
to begin the traverse.

The direction of the course and the menu will be displayed,
and you can choose your next move.

distance input

Distances may be input as horizontal distance or slope
distance, using the appropriate keystroke.

1. Input the horizontal distance, stroke

W

\_ /
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or
2. Input the slope distance, stroke e—

D
ANGLE?

2a. Input the vertical or zenith angle, and then
stroke ey

b

The horizontal distance is printed ([om g \7 — fi}
out and added to the display. ‘ ) N\

N_25°16'33.2 E \
1;5.446 .At this point, the display will be

similar to the one shown to the ||\ \
right, including the prompt for \\‘:’flINT NMBER"\\ |
the next point number. L‘@@\l

\

 

 

Except for inversing, you will have the POINT NUMBER?
prompt just prior to the output of coordinates, each time.
You may assign any point number you want, or just stroke
O to get the next consecutive point number.

CAUTION!! If you have used "CODE" for a direction, you
must input a point number at the PT NO? prompt, or the
point number used will be one higher than the bbb portion
of the code, by default.

angle input

Angles may be turned as field angles or as deflection
angles. For an angle left, stroke the key before
stroking the FliAN or [IEF key.

sideshots

The procedure for a sideshot is the same as for any other
course, with the exception that you tell the calculator that
you are wanting a sideshot.

 1. Signal for a sideshot by stroking

2. Input a deflection angle and stroke

or
3. Input a field angle and stroke   

 

\_
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or

4a. Input a bearing, stroke m

4b. Input the quadrant code, stroke

Tor

5. Input an azimuth, stroke iy

WL
6. Input a horizontal distance, stroke

1!! b}

or s
7a. Input a slope distance, stroke

}iiiiiiil'i’j'ifi?ii
thooasot dad

ANGLE?

7b. Input the vertical or zenith angle and then
stroke erlqii!;}

POINT NUMBER? ete.

curved sides

It is easy to include a curved side in the traverse. The
A angle is input as positive if the curve is to the right,
and negative if the curve is to the left.

The sign of the radius will determine whether or not the
area of the curve segment is included in the traverse area.
The radius is input as a POSITIVE number to INCLUDE
the area, and as a NEGATIVE number to EXCLUDE the
area.

Assume that you are at the beginning of the curve, about
to do the curve portion. First, establish the direction
of the chord

l. Input A/2 and deflect (change sign if the curve
is to the left) and stroke - .

 

or
2a. Input the bearing of the chord, and stroke

b. Input the quadrant code, stroke

Hadilb

\_ /
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or
3. Input the azimuth for the curve's chord, and

then stroke e

RET
THEN

4, Signal that you are traversing a curve by
stroking

 

CENTRAL ANGLE?

5. If the curve is to the left, A must be input as
negative (stroke BA ) in order to signal the

direction of the curve. The default is a curve
to the right.

 

RADIUS?

6. Input the radius. If the segment area is to be
excluded, stroke @B. Default radius is positive,
and the segment area is automatically included.and

groke EOMT
RADIUS POINT
POINT NUMBER?

7. Input the point number you want to assign to
the radius point. It should be a number higher
than any of the traverse point numbers. Stroke

 

 

 
 

At this point in the output, the (= =755 pomp \ ']
curve data for the curve will be [a = gégislga_g" \

displayed as shown to the right. | ’T = %‘2%223% . )

: C=289.532 .
Note that the screen also displays \ \
the next input prompt, for input PQINT !
of the curve end point number. 4 J.l

POINT NUMBER?

8. The next point set will be the E.C. (end of
curve) coordinates. Input the point number
you wish assigned if you do not want the next
consecutive number, and stroke i

s 338FeL
\_ — 
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starting tip

You can use the traverse program to check your angular
closure before you start doing the calculation of the
traverse. This is often a time saver.

Start the traverse in the normal way, through the input
of the bearing (or azimuth, sometimes easier to work with)
of the first course. Then use the FIA and 3 keys
to turn the angles. The difference in the closing bearing
(or azimuth), from the first bearing, is the angular error.

If the angular error is within acceptable limits (total error

divided by the number of turns), you can "Judgement"

adjust your angles before calculating the traverse.

Doing it this way, it doesn't matter if the angles are
sometimes angle left, deflection right, etc. There is no
need to first turn all of the angles into 'interior' angles
to check the closure.

closing

When you have calculated all of the points in
the traverse and want to close it, stroke

This brings up the closure menu

A   
Stroke the key that corresponds to the current traverse's
TYPE. The output will depend on the type of traverse.

If the traverse is "open", you're done. The output will
be the sum of the horizontal distances traversed.

For a closed traverse, you will be prompted for the closing
point. If it's a type A, this will be the beginning point.

Input the beginning point number and stroke

Fate

\_ Y
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If it's a type B, input the point number for where it should
have closed (the known coordinate of the closing point)

and stroke either

if the coordinates are stored, Efla

 

 

or —
if they aren't stored, m;:J]m

A typical closing screen should ¢
look like the one to the right. Closure t1: 93813)

5 7@®BB Bb6" W
The number in parenthesis is the HD = B.8872
precision ratio of the traverse. N = -,% 9%3

The bearing and distance are E =
o1N0||"“hfl"l"|'it'n1.1'i.h"u'u"'4

from the measured point to the T&

known point.

L

The coordinates output are the points of the known closing
point. If your traverse is a TYPE 'A', stroking [{[Ik#
will display the area enclosed by the traverse.

keystroke example

We can try a keystroke
example using the little
traverse shown to the
right.

The basis of bearings will
be the course 4-1, and

we assume that these are

(found) existing points
which can be occupied.

The first two angles will
be turned as deflection
angles to the right, the
last two as angles left.

 

Note that this is an example using a 'basis of bearings'.
The course with the known bearing could also have been
used directly, that is, we could have started from #4 and
gone to #1 as the first leg of the traverse.  



 -

Stroke

BlTel
screen:

( THULL!
15 THE CURRENT FILE

D0 YO WANT TO
CHANGE FILES

FA

 

 

   

    

 

i tll

i

keystroke

LT

The following example
assumes that the parameters
are set for bearing output.

MENU:
WO0L0T

keystroke:

LT
prompt:
POINT NUMBER?

EXIST]___|NEW ]|__|RE#]

keystrokes:

I'IBT

prompt:

INPUT COORDINATES

 

keystrokes:

 

   

 

screen

| \ |
Eeginningat Q\ |

i N #1 |
| N o= 309,000 |
| = 2PA.4d
LEIB!EIB!IEIIHEEH!B]EH!!)

keystrokes:

(2] ] 3] enten
&T

added to screen:

MOZVIR'AR.8" E

keystrokes:

(s Je] -
3EBBES

replaced on screen:

M oBdt13'a4.a"

keystrokes:

EB BBBB &NT
added to screen:

158, 2694

POINT NUMBER?

keystrokes:

-

prompt:

 

screen:

’ from 1
 

N 24913 d,
158, 2160  



 

~ )
keystrokes: screen:

  

BaEnE| [
3 (0

J

4FOEFZ N4::139&3Ik w\\ I

 

 
 

dded t :
acaed 1o ?creen \ N = 14..442?\

T Z23%A0'098.8" W v E = 228.5741
keystrokes: [8ENG] a2iMCODE INV_[cLOSE]EXIT] |
 

EBCBERER ERER ccystrokes:e
added to screen:  MHHITEN DB

206, 5508 3B &3B A
prompt: POINT NUMBER? added to screen:

 

 

   
 

 

 

keystrokes: N Z27°38'16.8" E

ETTE keystrokes:
|3BCOMT KB3 BBG

sereen: | prompt: POINT NUMBER?
from 2 \ 1 keystrokes:

[ng -;p - 913 I_E:.’. . .

‘ j@‘g;jf\%'%g” U\ Hx a W

W = 127,957 screen:
E = 3r2.136 :

mnammm- ] from 4 -\ \I
i——— D78 1 d "

keystrokes: T,,_,2"X\i

EBDEEE N = 208, 2504 ,
E = Zu4.8867

KBB E3B FHiEm (LT03W3
added to screen: keystrokes:

N §2%89'12.8" W FalM=
keystrokes:

B€3 E3 B8BEE : *l
T HD = £71.5500

 

 

prompt: POINT NUMBER?

keystrokes:
e _ \
B TYPE? \

CEESCTEYM)ResIR

_

\_ /
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keystroke: keystrokes:

' Tl

prompt: CLOSING POINT #? )
[TIT). sereen:

keystrokes: ( }
|

Pk FREA = |BB||R
screen:

) 7 _ = B3.571% acres

! Closure (1:933818) ] JernG]a2iM[cooe|NV_[cLosE] EXIT]

S 79°90'n6.6" W -
HD= A, 6a72

_ # 1 keystroke: o

N = 300.0000 IR
mmammnfimammimmfitflfl

adjustments

In this particular instance, the angular error (difference

between the closing bearing and original bearing for the
course is 16 seconds. With four angle points, this is
4"/turn, and can be automatically adjusted out with the
angle adjust routine prior to any other adjustments being
made.

keystroke example 2

To save space, the next example will simplifyv somewhat,
and only show the end output in each case.

This Type 'B' traverse starts by backsighting down a
known course from a point with known coordinates (#1,
N 500/E 500). In the example, traverse point #3 closes
at a point with known coordinates (#4, N 441.4/E 793.5).

15N
42°00'10"

4
2

  

 

(441.44\ 1.4)J=exist'
g (733.5)\

     



 s

into COGO, answered the

NEW.

screen:

as

 

e
oeg1lnning

B
=

C

15
} =+

keystrokes B

B B
KB ETTE

€3 E30KER
LT

B0ET
prompt: POINT NUMBER?

keystrokes:

BLT
screen:
 

from 1
 

 
keystrokes:

(3]6 Js5]o]s
+/ JDEF

BRI
POINT NUMBER?

keystrokes:

3JCONT

prompt: 

the parameters set for bearing output.
that the coordinates N500/E500 for point #1 were input

\

We'll begin this example at a point where we have gone
'current file'prompt and have

We also assume

 

 
 

screen

— |
H 75"3R'28.8" E
32, 43 ]

% 3
N o= 441,3785
E = 793,.56885

[BRNGAZIMCODE]INV JCLOCE]EXIT }

keystroke. -

screen:  

 

keystroke

 

CLOSING POINT #?

keystrokes:

NORTHING?

prompt:

 

prompt:

keystrokes:

(4 Ja Q1] -] aJCONT
prompt: EASTING?

keystrokes:

&3B EB BBBB
screen:

I‘I_

   

 

I
r
i
E
s

EEIEEE{IHIEITIEHII

L
    



 

/

automatic angle adjustment

RlBT

After a traverse is closed, but before adjustment by
Compass or Transit method, the angles should be balanced.

*#1 N= 300.2000 If you will refer back to the traverse
. _E'I"B" 889 example on page 3-12 (data shown to the

N §4:78.8%-8. F left), you'll note that the original basis
HD = 15@.2890 of bearings was N 27°30'00" E.

2 = 319.13 After turning the angles through the
traverse, we ended up along the same
course, but it now shows the bearing

b = 286.5508 as N 27°30'16" E, indicating that we
#3 NS 1e7.9378 have 16" too much angle in the traverse.

N 32T@9'18.8" W When you divide the 16" by the four
HD = 142.9089 traverse points, you get an angular
#4 Ei %35%331 error equal to 4" per turn (you input

T this as 4).
N 27"38'16.8" E
HD = 172.9098 While this is an acceptable amount of
#5 N= 399.9024 angular error, it still needs to be

E= 300.9067 adjusted out.

4

The program is accessed by |]
stroking WL ‘

 

A prompt screen will appear, as §54UST THE ANGLES?
shown to the right, asking for \
a yes or no answer on angle
adjustment. In this case you
would respond MM .

00 YOU WANT _TD l

LWNRes|
~

prompt: Error/Turn

Input the number of seconds of error per turn
(as a whole number), and then stroke mm

prompt: Beginning Point #?

Input the point number used for the first
traverse point, and stroke m

prompt: End Point #?

Input the highest number (not including

sideshots) used in the traverse, strokem  



 

- N
If you answer "NO" to the angle y_ - )
adjust prompt, or after the angle
adjustment has been completed,
the screen to the right will ADJUSTMENT BY

prompt you for the adjustment COMPRASS METHOD?
type.

  

A "YES" answer will use Compass * -.T
method, and a "NO" answer will
default to Transit method adjustment. The prompts are
the same for both methods. If you have just completed
the angle adjusment, these prompts will NOT appear, and
the adjustment will be made automatically after selection
of the type.

If you elected to not adjust the angles (or if you had
pre-adjusted them before running the traverse), the
prompts are as follows:

prompt: Beginning Point #?

Input the point number of the beginning point
and stroke mfl

prompt: End Point Number?

Input the highest point number used (not
including sideshots) for the traverse. Stroke

[T
The adjusted information will be output, one course at
a time.

To continue to the next course, stroke

BT
adjusting the sideshots

After completion of the adjustment routine, the sideshots
may be reset to the adjusted traverse by inverse
traversing from point to point in the "TRAV" program.

Inverse (by point number) from the backsight point to
the instrument point and reset the sideshots by angle and
distance.   



 

elLR
The solutions to intersection problems are needed all

the time in surveying. We use an intersection formula
to find out where two lines cross, then make that point

the new PI or the new lot corner. Or, we need to know
how far a point is offset from a given line.

Next to just plain traversing, this is the most used type
of calculation in surveying. We've tried to make it easy,
with all of the options displayed in the menu at one time.

Any distance input is done with the distance key, and
any direction can be input as bearing, azimuth or code.

The 'CODE' key may be used to recall a stored bearing
between two points in storage. The point numbers are
input in the form AAA [ bbb, where AAA is the first
point number, and bbb is the second. See page 3-44
for information on the shifted functions of 'CODE'.

to use the program

Begin by stroking XEQ, and then the key corresponding
to INT-X

Beginning Point?

1. Input the beginning point number, stroke

LR
OUTPUT will be the point number and coordinates of the
beginning point.

End Point?

2. Input the point number of the ending point,
then stroke flEE[flfdfl

Save as NUMBER?

w Input the point number you wish to assign
to the intersection point, then strokem

NOTE: You can also use unstored coordinates. Input the
North Coordinate and stroke [ , Input the East
Coordinate and stroke before [{i[fifl. The program willj

!rompt for a point number to assign.
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la.

or

1b.

or

lc.

2a.

or

2b.

or

2c. 
\_

The prompts and responses on the previous page are the
same for all of the intersection routines. Select the type
of intersection you need, and follow the keystroke
instructions below.

bearing - bearing

OUTPUT will be the bearing and distance from the
beginning point to the intersection, the point number and
coordinates of the intersection point, the bearing and
distance from the intersection point to the end point, then
the point number and coordinates of the last point.

*\\\

Input the first bearing and stroke

Input the quadrant code, stroke

 

Input the point code for the bearing you want
to extract as the first bearing, and then
stroke :

  

Input the azimuth of the first course and
stroke    

Input the bearing of the second line, then
stroke

€3

Input the quadrant code and stroke

 

Input the azimuth of the second course and
stroke

 

 
/
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bearing - distance

la. Input the bearing of the first course, stroking

Input the quadrant code, then stroke

  

  

or

1b. Input the point code for the bearing you want
to extract, and stroke

or

lc. Input the azimuth of the first course, and

then stroke

2. Input the distance for the second line, and

stroke

 

OUTPUT will be the bearing and distance from the
beginning point to the intersection, the point number and
coordinates of the intersection point, the bearing and
distance from the intersection point to the end point, then
the point number and coordinates of the last point.

Because there are two possible answers with this solution
type, a reminder prompt appears

  
2nd Solution

NEE=P

 

3. Examine the answers and decide if they are
the correct solution. If they are not, go on
to the second solution by stroking

 

Output will be the same as for the first solution with the
exception that the first point is not printed out again.
The intersection point coordinates in storage will be
replaced by the new ones.

\_ )
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distance - distance

1. Input the first distance, stroke

 

2. Input the second distance, and then stroke

 

OUTPUT will be the bearing and distance from the
beginning point to the intersection, the point number and
coordinates of the intersection point, the bearing and
distance from the intersection point to the end point, then
the point number and coordinates of the last point.

2nd Solutlon

 

If you do not want the second solution, stroke

 

Output of the second solution is similar to that of the
bearing - distance solution, replacing the original
coordinates at the intersection point with the new ones.

offset to a line

la. Input the bearing of the known line (from
which the end point is offset) and stroke

Input the quadrant code then stroke

 

or

1b. Input the code for the bearing you want to
extract and stroke -

 

or

lc.  
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~ N1 150.00

El 175.00

We'll start with an example
using the bearing-bearing
routine.

prompt: Beginning Point?

1 _JOIMT
keystrokes:

 

output: 1 g1

prompt: End Point?

keystrokes:

prompt: Save as NUMBER?

3JEONT
keystrokes:

\_
 

Before beginning with the keystroke examples, we need
to store points 1 and 2 in the illustration below.

   

 

\

One easy way to input the
coordinates is to use the
program "LOAD"

prompt bar:

LALoA

 

    FETn

keystrokes:

000808 0

prompt bar: .

LN0TBTT

 

keystrokes:

808000808
i

output: | 15%32'29.3* £
D1st = 235.467

B
5 32%45'113.2" E

Dist = 2  
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Note that these examples
assume that we've already
responded to the ‘'current
file' and 'select output'
screens.

This is an offset example, 
using the same illustration.

Beginning Point?

keystrokes:

1 JONT
output:

#1  ~= 15@,@994
£= 175.4349

End Point?

keystrokes:

2JOOMT
Save as NUMBER?

keystrokes:
iD[

prompt bar:

T0030

Since the bearing that we
want (from 1 to 3) is still
stored from the last
example, let's just call it
up from storage:

keystrokes:

ooooens
When the display clears and
the INPUT prompt appears,
indicate that this is an
OFFSET:

 

keystroke:

\_

%?fi:] i  

output:
N 15"38'36.3" E
Dist = 36.879

#3 N= 1%4.?5?1
E= 134.6444

ETEE

S 74%29'3R.8" E
Dist = 223.493

82 u= 1’3%

For a last example, which
also uses the 'second

solution', do the distance-

distance intersection,

using the same coordinates
as in the illustration, and
the distances which were
output in the first example.

Answer the Dbeginning
prompts with the same
point numbers as in the
other two examples, and
then input the first
distance

keystrokes:

 

When the display clears and
the INPUT prompt appears,
input the second distance.

keystrokes:

 

The output which follows
is not the correct answer
for the directions we are
going: j 
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output; 3 29491 4R, 4" E keystroke: T

Nizt = 235,467 RS

#2 M= -55.12@2 output: y 15°33'23, 3" £
N £= {35.56178 . .
TR Dist = 235,467

N 45%25'59,.6" £ #3 N= 374.29I BZ 345-528)
EE

S $2%45'1@,2" E

bist = 299,513

#2  HN= 125.98484
© B2 ifig:dn6d

 

 
line to curve intersection

We often need to calculate the intersection point of a line
with a curve. This can be done using the bearing-distance
routine.

What you need to know (and
usually do) is the radius of the
curve, the coordinates of its
radius point, a known coordinate
anywhere on the line and the
direction of the line.   

N' 7/ calculated- .y . . .
gl , caleua €a: The line's direction can be either

\{/ radius azimuth or bearing.
" point

In the illustration (above) the known point along the line
would be used as the beginning point, the radius point
of the curve as the end point.

The known bearing is that of the line, and it is input in
the direction toward the curve.

The second part uses the radius of the curve as the known
distance.

stationing

If the station along the curve is needed, it can be easily  



 

- )
calculated by using the difference between the output
radial bearing and the radial bearing at the B.C. of the
curve (see "TRIG", 4-22). Once the length is known,

it is added to the station at the B.C. to obtain the station
at the intersection point.

curve to curve intersection

Use the distance-distance routine to solve this one. Be
cautious when your angle of intersection approaches 90°,
as solutions may 'bracket' the true solution when too close
to a 90° angle.

<<;Ca1cu1ated

The two things that need
to be known in this case are

the coordinates of the radius

points and the radii.

One radius point is used as
the beginning point and the
other as the end point. Use
the radius of the first as
distance one. ?\4_

 

Radius Point

Stationing along either of the curves is found in the same
manner as above.

Note that if you inverse between the two radius points,
this may also be solved as a triangle with three sides known
("TRI", 4-3).

Once the angles at the radius points are known the radials
to the intersection point may be calculated by adding or
subtracting from the bearing along the inversed side.
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There are two types of solution routines for solving for
a predetermined amount of area. These are used to "part
the land", or cut off a specific quantity of property from
a larger parcel.

The illustration (below) shows a typical use of the type
of solution called Line Through A Point. A parcel
boundary has been run (points 1 through 4) and the area
calculated.

To divide it into two equal 2
parcels, first set two
arbitrary points, 5 and 6

(6 is the half-way point
along the base 1-4) and
calculate the area of one

  

  

  

\ ’ 7\ REQUIRED
94,3800 //
</ "

f
\ /
X

  

parcel. .

In this case, the area of 4
the parcel 1, 2, 5, 6, 1 was TOTAL AREA
run, and the shaded = 217,800c'
portion represents the input as BRG 2.
remainder needed to have \
each parcel contain } of the . 3 7

   
¢f

/// new point

K/\ 14,5200
REQUIRED

original area.    

  

 

  
   

  

input as 2nd point

distance output

In this example, point

number 6 is used as hinge
point, and a line from 6 is
intersected with the line
from #5 to #3 to form a
triangle that contains the
required amount of area.

input as

1st point

9

Input would be point #5,
the bearing of the line from
9 to 3, point 6 and the area
needed. 
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Two Sides Parallel is the second of the routines, and
defines the boundary of a trapezoidal parcel whose area
is predetermined.

If the requirement is that the area be one-half of the
original parcel, but with the dividing line parallel to one
of the lines of the original parcel, we would use this type
of solution.

input as 1lst point

  

  

 

   

    

   

    

 

_—input as BRG 1
  

  

 

| .
angle | new point-7\ 5
output \

distance output\

 

108,9000' \
REQUIRED \

distance output/)\

angle

  

  

output ~distance

input as . output \ 'I[;ngSIjEEELS

2nd point v

input as BRG 2 I~

 

new point

Input required for this method would be point #2, the
bearing of line 2-3, point #1, the bearing of line 1-4, and
the required area. The bearings are input in the direction
away from the known points.

user instructions

The next two pages contain the instructions for using the
program to solve for pre-determined areas.

These are followed by keystroke examples (the examples
assume that you have already responded to the 'current
file' and 'select output' screens.

\_ /
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line through a point

1st Point Number?

Input the point number for the first point (the
"hinge" point) and stroke

 

hloLih.

2nd Point Number?

Input the point number which represents the
fixed point and stroke ——— —

T or  [ERTEM

Bearing 2?

Input the known bearing of the fixed line from
the second point, and stroke m

Input the quadrant code in the direction away
from the known point, then stroke

!

 

Next Point Number?

Input the UNUSED point number you want to
assign to the intersection point, stroke

EeL

Required Area?

Input the required area in square feet (or
square meters, etc.) and stroke

BlT

OUTPUT will be the distance and bearing from the hinge
point to the new calculated point, then the distance and
bearing along the known course from the new point to the
second point, followed by the coordinates of the new
(intersection) point.

ERIT

/
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two sides parallel

1st Point Number?

Input the point number of the first point

Lor METERR
Bearing 1?

Input the bearing from the first point

Input the quadrant code, in the direction away
from the point, and stroke

 

2nd Point Number?

Input the point number of the second fixed
point and stroke — —

Tor WERTER
Bearing 2?

Input the bearing of the line radiating from
the second fixed point and stroke m

Input the quadrant code, in the direction away
from the point, and stroke ~

Tl
Next Point Number?

Input the next UNUSED point number. This
point number will be assigned to the point
along the line defined by bearing 1. The next
highest point number will be assigned to the
point along bearing 2. Stroke CONT

Required Area?

Input the required area and stroke

T
OUTPUT will be the distances and bearings of the three
lines, followed by the coordinates of the two new points.
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We will begin the keystroke
examples with the triangular, or
line through a point routine. The
illustration to the right will be
used for the example.

Input the coordinates for points
#1 and #2 (from the example) with

 

"LOAD".

prom pt: Triangle?

   

keystrokes:

il=

prompt: 1st Point Number?

keystrokes:

L1 JERIZT
prompt:2nd Point Number?

D (LG
prompt: Bearing 2?

keystrokes:

keystrokes:

cooasos 68
L1 JCONT!

. Next
prompt: psint Number?

keystrokes:

3JCONT!
prompt: Required Area?  
 

keystrokes:

(1§ 4 JoJ o] o JrlNT
output:

1-3 Dist = 218.218

N 63%"01'37.2" E

3-2 Dist = 161.687

S 18"30'26.0" W

498.9768
41%.4865

ERIT

It is always a good idea to
run an inverse traverse to

check the area.

N
E

keystroke:

The next example uses the
same coordinates for points
#1 and #2, so you won't
have to input new coordin-
ates.  
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For the example of the
two sides parallel
routine, we will use the
illustration shown to
the right.

 

prompt: Triangle?

keystrokes: keystrokes:

T

|

3JCONT

prompt: 1st Point Number? prompt: Required Area?

keystrokes: keystrokes:

"1JERIST (7]oJ o] oJCONT!
output:

prompt: Bearing 1? .
1-3 Dist = 50.923

N S8°12'108.8" E

3-4 Dist = 142.595

keystrokes:

 

|1 JEONT: 5 70"61'00.5" E
prompt:2nd Point Number? 4-2 D1st = 44.611

keystrokes: 5 18°38'20.08" W

N = 432 524?prompt: Bearing 2? - * 92
keystrokes: E Zé4.124¢

# 4

oooenoa m E = 398.1340

Next B[T W=ETRM
prompt:  Point Number?  
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Coordinate transformation, or bearing rotation is used to
change a traverse from one "grid system" to another.
A field traverse may be run without knowing the real basis
of bearings, by beginning with an assumed bearing.

When a basis of bearings becomes known (we finally got

the description from the client), the bearings of the

traverse may be rotated to match the "deed" bearings.

angle convention Rotation
/ Angle Left

  

    

The difference between the <—__NEGATIVE

assumed (old) bearing along
a known line and the deed

 

(new) bearing of the same ARo1tatRi_onht
. . ngle 1line is called the ROTATION POSITIVE
ANGLE.

/

This program accepts the —
rotation angle as POSITIVE
for clockwise and NEGATIVE £
for counterclockwise. " ROTATION POINT

input options

There are two types of setup input possible with this
program. The first is used when the rotation angle is
known.

With this system, the whole figure is rotated a known
amount of angle, with one of the existing points held as
the rotation, or pivot, point (see above).

Using this input option, you

  
ROAtnagH]eon may also change the location

3 of the rotation point. This
4\“ is like saying that you are

et going to pick the whole
figure up, move it to the
new location and turn it, all

new location at the same time.

You may also change the scale during the rotation process,
by introducing a scale factor.
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The second of the input options is used when two points
in the 'old' system also have known coordinates in the 'new'
system. )

/T~
.. / ~

Because you are giving the  new #1-
program the two sets of
coordinates, the program
calculates both the rotation
angle and scale factor,
based upon the difference
in azimuth and distance old /-
between the two 'old' coord- 1

inates and the two 'new'

coordinates.

This system 1is sometimes
used to relate a ground
traverse to grid system .
coordinates. old #2

 

The instructions for input of the required information for
each of the systems is shown on the following pages.

Once the setup information has been input for either
system, the solution steps for transformation of the points
are the same for both systems.

additional options

There are two options available within the program for
control of the output and processing. You can select
inverse, and the output will include the direction and
distance of the courses between the rotated points, and
you can select block to do the output automatically. When
the given block of point numbers has been processed, you
can also rotate any additional points.

renumber option

A unique feature within this program allows you to
transform points and renumber them at the same time,
leaving the original coordinates as they were, in the old
system. This can be handy for calculating the location
of similar buildings on different lots (example, page 3-42).
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rotation angle known

Call the program up from the base menu by stroking

Li   
prompt: Rotation Angle?

NBT

Input the rotation angle, in degrees, minutes
and seconds. If the angle is counterclock-
wise, change sign with the key, then stroke

Wiyil i
it§88.8800

prompt: Scale Factor?
ge1

If the scale factor is 1:1, it is not necessary
to input anything. If it is not 1, input the
new factor before stroking

Il

ROTATION
POINT NUMBER?
(TRTs[T

Input the point number of the rotation point,
stroke

EIE:_:H—[“ or fl[:]::]]flm

prompt:

OUTPUT will be a display "Rotation @", tollowed by the
point number and coordinates of the rotation point.

prompt: New Coordinates?

If the coordinates of the rotation point are
the same in the new system as in the old,
stroke mmm“

If there are different coordinates for this

point in the new system, stroke
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If the answer to the last prompt was "yes", you will also
receive the following prompt:

prompt: _INPUT COORDINATES

Input the new north-coordinate, stroke

 

Input the new east-coordinate, stroke

$38................

OUTPUT will show "which becomes" followed by the new
coordinates. NOTE: This point has NOT been transformed
yet. You will still need to input this point number for
translation later.

prompt: OPTIONS

 

go to "OPTIONS"

two points in each system known

When the prompt Rotation Angle? is displayed,
no input is necessary. Just stroke o

el

ROTATION
POINT NUMBER?

Input the point number of the pivot point,
troke

° EXIETI MER]|

prompt:

   

prompt: New Coordinates?
TT

If the rotation point will have new coordinates
in the new system stroke HBIFH. If the
coordinates are the same in both systems,
stroke [l i
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If the answer was "yes", you will receive the following
prompt:

prompt: INPUT COORDINATES
IITBB(1R

Input the new north-coordinate, stroke

Input the new east-coordinate, stroke

SECOND

POINT NUMBER?
R s

Input the point number of the second known
point and stroke

TorTN

prompt:

  

prompt: INPUT COORDINATES
  EEEEEEETETR

Input the new north-coordinate of the second
point and stroke m

Input the new east-coordinate of the second
point and stroke

pl

The direction and distance to this point from the pivot
point will be output, followed by the adjusted coordinate.
This point HAS been transformed.

prompt: OPTIONS

(INVSJBLK]||CONT]

OPTIONS

At this point in the program you decide on the output
you want. This can be just the new coordinates for the
transformed points, or you can also calculate the directions
and distances between the new coordinates, by stroking

TNV|
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If you plan to use both options, stroke the INVS key first,
then proceed with the 'block'. With or without the
inversing, you can automatically rotate a block of
coordinates as follows:

 

Input the beginning (lowest) point number in
the block and stroke II

input the highest number in the block and stroke

 

With the 'block' option, the output will begin automatically,
transforming all of the points within the block before
stopping.

After selecting the options you want, stroke

 

renumbering

You can change the point numbers as the points are rotated
if you stroke 33 before stroking EIEYN. This option will
NOT work if you are rotating a block of coordinates, and
requires the input of each point.

prompt: New Point Number?

Input the number you want the point to have
in the NEW system and stroke

 

OUTPUT will be the transformed coordinates under the
new point number. The original point number still retains
the original coordinates.

keystroke examples

The next few pages contain keystroke examples, which
you can use to familiarize yourself with the way the
program works.

The inverse output in the examples is determined by pre-
selection through KIIIN.  \— /
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200.9268
2708 2773 ew

    

   

 

  N
3°
31
'5
1m

¢

124.5301

NeW27413 —  

  
42,8430

U135 115, NEW
4 —%%(fld

The small traverse shown above will be used for the
keystroke examples. Before beginning, we can get some
practice with "LOAD", using it to input the "old" system
coordinates. Use "PARA" to set azimuth output.

For the first example we'll rotate the bearings 5° to the
We can also use the auto-inverse and block options.

 

ieft.

stroke keystrokes:

LTRl
prompt: ]

Rotation Angle? EI(‘)O,;,HE,}'ION

keystrokes: POINT NUMBER?
peepeepepgeeeepy L)PSR3ey.1(N

B3 G LT
prompt: keystrokes: eeereteretgeegess

Scale Factor? 1 WERIET]  J
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OUTPUT:
printer:

Rotation @
$ 1

N = 100.090060
E = 1090.06000

prompt:
New Coordinates?

YESNOoofocoan]oneo]

keystroke:

prompt:
OPTIONS:

[INVSJBLK]]=JCONT]

keystrokes:

(2 Jsrc] o ]bLicJEONT
OUTPUT:

printer:

Rz = 3"31'50.58"
HD = 101.119

New
2

N = 200.9268
E = 10856.2273

ARz = 126"49'12.6"
HD = 127.47¢

New
$ 3

N = 124.5301
E = 208.2741

Az = 221"58'51.4"
HD = 1©@9.659

New
$ 4

N = 42.8430
E = 135.1152

prompt:

NEXT POINT?

keystrokes:

.l H&Efl \—  

OUTPUT:
printer:

AZ = 328"2&6'@5.8"
HD = 67.882

New
# 1

N = 100.0000
E = 10@.0000

prompt:
NEXT POINT?

keystroke:

 

Reload (or re-rotate) points
2, 3 & 4 for the second
example. This will be an
example of the type where
the coordinates of two points
are known in each system,
and uses "new" coordinates
of 200/200 for #1 and 300/215
for #2.

Switch to bearing output
("PARA") before starting.

keystroke:

 

prompt:
Rotation Angle?

keystrokes:

TR
prompt:
ROTATION
POINT NUMBER?
TTGT

keystrokes:

 

D(TE
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OUTPUT:
printer:

Rotation @
# 1

N = 10@.0000
E = 190.0000

prompt:
New Coordinates?
TR

keystroke:

prompt:
INPUT COORDINATES

keystrokes:

&333 ED
(2 o]o JCONT

OUTPUT:

printer:

which becomes .

N = 200.0000
E = 200.0000

prompt:

SECOND

POINTWNUMBER’
  

keystrokes:

2JERIET)

prompt:

INPUT COORDINATES

keystrokes:

(3o Jofsec
3BB EB [0

OUTPUT
printer:

N 3°31'5@.8" E
HD = 181.119

New ,
$# 2

300.0000
215.@000m

z
Z

 

 

prompt:

OPTIONS:
[INVSJBLK|}]] ]CONT]

keystrokes:

INUE |

3 [sec] 4 |ELKJCONT
OUTPUT:

printer:

3 48"10'47.4" E
HD = 127.475

New

 

# 3
. 0000
. 0000

N
E

S 46"50'S
HD = 1@9.

New

B
e
n
m

=
0
l

m
l

O
W

140.0000
230.0000m

z

"

screen:
 

 

 

keystrokes:

 

OUTPUT:
printer:

N 26°33'54.2" W
HD = 67.882

New
$ 1

28@.0000
200.08900m

z
Z

n
n

keystroke:

TR
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If this problem looks familiar, you'll be happy to know

that this program has a quick solution to it.

PUT THIS HOUSE

 

 

ON THIS LOT— o
’

- 8 !
N ggo

6,077\

 

  

 

  

Quite often the 4345 5&_5_\

client wants to put 1‘ — 39.5 N

type "A" houses on W

lots 3, 5, 8 and 11
type "B" on

lots .... 21

259 21 :
Use the building's S8 e e 3
dimensions to set °

"dummy" coordin-
ates on each of the

corners, as shown 7?4;'%\

to the right, and U0 15'-0

then rotate them 0 rar-gn : 64.5/

into position. 1_6/ 8 % 39.5

24,

Pre-calculate the intersection of the sgtback lines, you

already know the bearing of the lot line. With this program

you can store dummy points for the different types of

buildings being used, and when you rotate them, use the

re-number feature to give each lot an individual set of

coordinates for layout. And, you will still have the original

dummy points to use for the next lot.

~

 %



 -

Input the dummy points

(from page 3-42) and using
the "calculated" coordin-
ates for the setback
corner, shown to the right,
we'll try it out.

Rotation Angle?

keystrokes:

(14 JUONT!
Scale Factor?

keystroke:

]l
ROTATION
POINT NUMBER?
keystrokes:

1 JERIST
output: Fotating ® #1

#1  u= A, 2R3
= W.Jd44n

keystroke:

  

INPUT COORDINATES

keystrokes:

keystrokes:

ooooonoon
L

Next Point? \-  

“\\

,/\
' 5.

j\l\5335.41

6108.68
M.l

S,
S,

>
-

x|

 

- < 'w
N
BGGM/

96.077 -

keystrokes:

TNOT
New Point Number?

keystrokes:

3EBL
output:

........

Next Point?

keystrokes

LET=ME) RT

New Point Number?

keystrokes:

(22 JUONT!
SS
a7
——

output:

E‘C
1

r-l‘
-

Continue through point
number 8=28. You can use
"DUMP" to check that the

original points are still
intact.  



 

 

additional 'CODE' functions

In Version 3.0 we have added some shifted functions to

the 'CODE' function.

The "left-shifted"” function
will always bring up the
bearing (or the azimuth) at
right angles to the bearing
between the two furnished
point numbers.

The direction of the line is
the same as that which would
result from a 90° deflection
angle, if turned from the
second point, backsighting
the first point, or a 90°
angle right from the first
point while sighting the
second.

To reverse the direction of
the line, reverse the order

of input of the two point
numbers.

The "right-shifted" function
requires the input of the two
point numbers and an angle,
separated by spaces.

The angle may be any angle
to the right or (change the
sign) to the left. Use this
function as though you were
at the first point sighting
the second.

As an additional piece of
information, you can use the

function, 'COD', to bring
up a quick inverse, either
from the keyboard or in one
of your own programs.

 

Input 1st# (I3 2ndf

)T

 

Input 1st# [ 2nd# 23 ANGLE

e} CODE]

Input 2 point numbers and evaluate 'COD'; the distance
will be in Level 2, the azimuth in Level 1. The azimuth
is in degrees, minutes and seconds.

344
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traversing in 3-dimensions

The 'dimension' setting (in [JII¥) determines how the
traverse program works. The 3-DIM programming is meant
specifically for field traversing. If you work with your
coordinates in 2-DIM, elevations (and/or descriptors) may
always be added with edit.

When your parameters are set to 3-DIM, the traverse
program begins with prompts for the instrument location,
the H.I. and the basis of bearings. After all of that is
out of the way, the prompt, "INPUT SHOT" appears with
the menu for input: .

 

The program creates a parallel file for the raw (input)
data, with a maximum number of 100 points. Again, this
program is meant for use while doing a traverse, and the
main file, if sized at 100, should be large enough to do
most work.

When the traverse is completed, the files will be resized
to use the minimum amount of space, and the 'raw data'
file is identified by a suffix of "R" in the filename. This
file may be downloaded to your computer for adjustment
with a program such as STAR*NET (Starplus Software
Inc., Oakland, CA).

As the shot is input, the input —— — . 
 

values will appear on the screen|| Hs = 267°30'00.3" ]
as a check. If the value shown|| [ ___ | .
is incorrect, you can re-enter it. 24 = 598%88'49.9

ot = 193.62 ‘
After input of the slope distance ROD = 5.13
the current rod height will be ||pmmrmmwrmprrmme
displayed. If you want to change
it, input the new rod height and
stroke before stroking #iif} If the rodperson
says that the rod height is still the same, just stroke

  

¥
 

      

Once the shot has been input, it can then be given a label,

DY using TS MCNU: popyernooeeTGOB  /



 

 

For the next consecutive point number, just stroke [4,
or input a point number before stroking H"T"m.wi

iki

Use either the Wl (same as last description) or the
T34 key to describe the point. To type in a descriptor,

stroke B

[

—

|

descriptor HTET

Now, label the point as either a sideshot or a traverse
point (move-up) by stroking et S——

MRo BT

Sideshots are stored and the program is recycled for the
next shot. Move-up sets the parameters for the instrument
next being set at the current shot, backsighting the
current point.

 

Move to the next point, backsight this one, and continue
traversing. When the shot has been entered for the closing
point, stroke

L

The sum of the horizontal distances will be output,
displayed with a prompt for the traverse type. These
types are discussed on pages 3-3 and 3-4, and there is
no actual closure for an OPEN traverse.

For a closed traverse, you will be prompted for the closing
point number. In a TYPE A traverse, this will be the
original point of beginning. In a TYPE B traverse, the
coordinates may be input with EIZFH. The output which
follows gives the precision, closing direction-distance, and
the elevation difference.

special functions

Because this program is meant to do the traverse the way
we actually do it in the field, functions have been included
to facilitate repetition and meaning of the angles and
distances.

horizontal angle

The programming provides for both REPEATING and
DIRECTIONAL repetition measurement of the angles.

 

 



 

 

These functions are accessed through the shifted functions
of the keys. Input is the rep
number, [, measurement.

 

Let's look first at the method of input using a repeating
theodolite, which uses the keystrokes € {ifiF#

Input 1, stroke B, input the angle and stroke
E]u'::T

Continue with input of the zenith angle and slope
distance. After you have doubled the angle,
input 2 @, input the accumulated double angle,
and stroke

 

  

 

The first angle is displayed as input. 04
As additional angle measurements are }g ?
input, the MEAN angle will be shown just
below the original value. The current number of reps will
also be indicated.

A

directional theodolite

The input is similar with a directional instrument, with
the exception that the input is

shot #, (I} backsight reading, @I}, foresight reading,

and the shot is entered by stroking @

Note! If you use either of the shifted functions for input
of the horizontal angle, you MUST use the shifted functions
for the zenith angle and slope distance, even if you don't

measure the values more than once.

 

zenith angle

Input is much the same as for the horizontal angle. Input
the shot number, stroke [}, input the angle and stroke

i<)
It doesn't matter whether the scope is erect or inverted
during the shot. The angles are meaned as they are input
and displayed in the 90+° form.

 

 

 



 

 

After input of the last reading for the zenith angle, input

the slope distance.

slope distance

Multiple input is the same as for the angles, input the
shot number, [, slope distance measurement and stroke

@ ;!HH":H"HH!H;

The display to the right shows ___ . __ _ _  ______
a completed set (four reps) of P, " fi']
measurements. When all of the 33 1.‘15(3%?5@17g
measurements are com leted> 99*29'16,8" I

  

 

stroke A!ilhfl!:‘i 4') 9828 16 5“

4 MSD = 629.8425
The MEANED angles and slope murmmermmimrr

distance will be displayed, as
shown on the second screen, and

the program will continue with

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
the rod prompt. He = 10°15'17.5"

24 = 98°28'16.5"
If the rod is the same stroke _

#, or (if it has changed), SD = 629.84

POL

 

The data will be processed and the 'labeling' menu will

be shown. WGTBTeT30Ae

completing the shot

The shot is completed by the addition of the point number,
description and indicator (sideshot or move-up). The
adjustment programs (angle, compass or transit) may be
used to complete the traverse. The RAW DATA FILE
should NOT be edited, with the exception of the rod
reading. This file is not adjusted by any of the adjustment
routines, but may be down-loaded to your PC for use with
adjustment routines.

If this is to be done, it is better to not adjust the file
with the HP48 programs, and just re-load the adjusted

PC file later.
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LTI
Surveyors are constantly needing the solution to a triangle
to solve field problems. With this in mind, we have
included a triangle solution program that is not only easy
to use, but also offers more ways to solve a triangle than
any other triangle program available.

 

using the program ‘ 1
’ T GLES

It is always a good idea to make | . :_;IIRHJLED
a sketch of the triangle before |-7PUt 3 known parts, ’

 

o i= the 1ndicat
beginning. Access the program ;;'::,.jnga,%"‘fin:gl'a od
by stroking and the Syt
screen and menu shown to the Rt 1
right will be displayed.

   

 

\
g
n
'yt.

  

There is very little else to know about this program, just
stroke the (] key below the menu listing that corresponds
to the part you are entering, and enter three parts in
order.

area as a part

If one of the known parts is the area, it should be input
first, followed by any two other adjacent parts.

two solutions

There are two solution types that
will always have a possible second
answer, SIDE-SIDE-ANGLE and
AREA-SIDE-SIDE. When there
is a second solution, the menu
prompt bar will change to show

TOOOM
If the first solution was the

e correct one f your triangle,

  

     

Sige 1= 43,6460 either stroke to begin a new
Fngle 1 = 26%12°38.8"  triangle or stroke to leave
Side 2 23,1741 the program.
Analie = 12A"4pn'47 9"

side 3 =57,4492 If you want the second solution
Fhale o= c3tRRTAc. to be output, stroke The
AMER = 943.4514 printed output is shown to the

left.  NOTE: There is no solution for a triangle where the three angles
are the only known parts, since this condition can produce an infinite
number of similar triangles.
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The triangle shown to the
right will be used for the
examples. It should be
noted that the output will
vary slightly, depending
on the number of places
input, particularly in the
input of the angles.

The notations for angles
and sides is familiar to
HP users, but is not the
standard, or 'textbook',
notation which you have
learned in trigonometry
(side a opposite angle A,
side b opposite angle B
and side c opposite angle
C). The sides and
angles are numbered, in
order, going around the
triangle.

Side 1 may be assigned
use, depending upon th
triangle.

the routines.

 

 

   

 

36°12'30"

 

&

The example triangle (above) shows this style of labeling,
compared to the standard notation for sides and angles.

to any side that is convenient to
e available information about the

It should be located at a side where the known
information then falls into position for solution by one of

In the example, the assigned
designations go clockwise. If it
will better fit the information
available, it may go counter-
clockwise instead, as shown to
the left.  



 ~
Side 1, Side 2, Side 3

T

T

A

A

a

A 

HREE SIDES KNOWN is one of the most used solutions

for triangles, particularly in recent years in surveying.

The lower cost and higher accuracy of electronic distance
measurement equipment has resulted in more trilateration
being used, instead of time-consuming repetitions of the
angles.

keystroke example:” [l  output:
OBEORO S - 5.6

elm Hngle 1 = 3’3.12|3B-B“

i1 Side 2_= 96,2090
nn-n Angle 2= 99%19'12.1"

[ Side 3 = 57.4492
B--nn nflfl.fl"fifllflfl Angle 2 = 84"28'18.8"

HRER = 2,391.3586
it

     
9

.7000

his routine uses the equations

3 = 2 cos™! PP =
1°3

, = 2 cos~! P(P - S
293

nd where P = 5(S; + S, + S3)

1 = cos~1(-cos(Az + Ay))

own in the keystroke examples
\*Note: the display prompt is always the same (page 4-1) and is not

sh i . /
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TWO SIDES AND THE INCLUDED ANGLE KNOWN is
resolved by finding the third side, and then solving the
triangle as shown on the previous page. The third side
is found through the use of the equation

Side 1, Angle 1, Side 2

 

S3 = \/512 + 522 - 2 515, cos Ay

 

oEEEDoOoDRn output:Side 1 = 57.4497
W0 Angle 1 = 34°28713.a"

BoEaDan Side 2 = 32,6400
e fngle 2 = 36%12'28.8"
MG Side 3 = 96.20999

BEENDe fingle 3 = 59%i4'12.@"
=TT=H AREA = 2,391.35@6

NOTE: areas are calculated by this program using the
equation shown below.

   

  
%( Sl S3 sin A3 )

   
\_ - /



 

Side 1, Angle 1, Angle 2

1
S
i
d
e

equation

 

     

 

36°12'30"
angle\2

 

ONE SIDE AND THE TWO FOLLOWING ANGLES KNOWN.
This solution first solves for the third angle with the

Ay = cos™! (-cos ( A + A) )

Once angle 3 has been found, the remainder of the triangle
is solved as Angle, Side, Angle (see page 8 for equations)
to determine the other missing sides.

output:

Side 1 = 57,4492
Fngle 1 = =4°23'13.8"

S 2 = 53,6444BREADOE 550050,
LEIRE] Side 3_= 96.30@4

ODEBOEE s50e
[LTEN FRER = 2,391.3588

FteteT

To solve another triangle, stroke lil:lill after the output. To return
\to the main menu, stroke {llillll. (typical after all solution output)
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a2 N
Side 1, Side 2, Angle 2

TWO SIDES AND THE FOLLOWING ANGLE KNOWN has two
possible solutions. When this configuration is used, both

solutions are output. The second solution will not

necessarily show the parts in the same order as the input.

The other two angles are calculated with the equations
below, and the remaining side is calculated as an Angle,
Side, Angle configuration.

A; = sin {_221_ sin AZJ Ay = cos™! [-cos (A, + Az)]

   

 

   

 

  

. 20
o %(9;
v 36°12'30"
o e \ angle 2

N\ output:

S1de 1| = 57,4492
Angle | = 24°%°23'17.9"

Side 2 = 323.64044 )
Hngle 2 = 3n"*12'324.84"

OBSOOOE i
T @3=

HERER = 2,391.32545oaso|

p
—

o p

      

eopeeetgee *nd So + 1

WD o208 7R2MEio. s,
Bn-nna Hngle 1 = Z2e®12'324.8"

s Side 2 = 35,1748
u!‘]h.l:.‘flm Hl}‘l'g‘if‘ 2 = 1:Bl4al4?.qn

fL R El’j'i* 33= 5?=43934
! HNnale 2 = Z23%@n'42, 1"
T
BELER  cen - saznste  

- \



 ~

 
 

Angle 3, Side 1, Angle 1

TWO ANGLES AND THE INCLUDED SIDE ARE KNOWN.

S3 = S; cos A3 + S, cos Ap

A, = cos I(-cos(As + A}))

BOGEBEOER
ilH]

SEHEanon
sl

OBB0D

 L] —

\

This configuration is
solved by using the
equations shown to the
left.

The Angle, Side, Angle

routine has also Dbeen

used as a secondary
solution to some of the
other routines, after the
problem has first been
reduced to these three

known parts.

output

yxd":" i = J? 44972 _
Angle 1 = 24%23'12.@4"

“1de 2 = 23,6444
Hrale 2 = 256%12'324.4"

s1de 3 = 36,244
Hngle 2 = S99%19'12.4"

ARER = 2,3291.32514

 



 

( Area, Side 1, Angle 1

THE AREA, ONE SIDE AND ONE ANGLE KNOWN is the
first of the three routines in this program which allow
the area to be used as one of the known parts. Whenever
the area is one of the parts, it is input first.

The equation

2 AREA
>2 = Sisin Ay

is used first to reduce the
problem for solution as
Side 1, Angle 1, Side 2.

   

       AREA = 2391.35 sq. ft.

output

Side 1 = 96,.30@A4
Angle 1 = 39%"19"'12.8"

Side 2 _= 57.44392
Angle 2 = 24%"22'13.a"

BEBODBBEE-0e
EIED FREA = 2,391.35

oOoBD
T

£85

 

  



 

[ )
Area, Angle 3, Angle 1

AREA AND TWO ANGLES KNOWN is first solved for the
included side, and then solved as Angle, Side, Angle.
The first angle input is treated as Angle 3, the second
as Angle 1. The equation used for finding side 1 is

2sin A, (AREA -S, ”\/?‘TZ%‘TA% where A, = cos 1('C05(A1 + A3))

 

output

S1de 1 = S7.4492
Hngle 1 = Z24°%°23'13.4"

s1de 2 = ©3.p0448
Angle 2 = 26"1Z2'2@.4"3 24

BEOODEEE CRETE fees = 2,391, 350

 

  
\_ J
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Area, Side 1, Side 2

AREA AND TWO SIDES KNOWN is another problem which
has two possible solutions.

We first find Angle 1 with the equation
[

AL = sin’1L2AREA

1 2} and then solve as Side, Angle, Side.

The second solution is possible where angle 1 may also
be equal to 180° - angle 1. This value is substituted,
and the second solution is output.

    2391.35 sq. ft.
 

 

96.8000

BEa0eEaEs ..-
WG side 1 = 96,3000 )

nn-n Hngle 1 = 59*%19'12.4

T Side 2 = 57.4492
11 Angle 2 = 34%"28'12.8"

BEHEBOEBEBE .. ;-3
mn:;u:,fl Angle 3 = 36%12'36.8"

ARER = 2,391.3599

2nd Solution
Side 1 = 96,3808 .

WL Angle 1| = 128°48'48.98

Side 2_= 57.4492fingle 2 = 37°55733.4"
Side 2 = 135.4461Angle 2 = 21423'38.6"
HRER = 2,391.3508  
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etLT
This program is intended to solve circular curves for the
unknown parts of the curve. Programs for staking curves
are included in the LAYout Directory, and give several
options for doing the layout.

The input for this program requires that you know the
central angle, the radius* or the degree of curve* before
beginning. Any one of these parts is input first, and
then any other known part.

When you access the program, CIRCULAR  CLRVES
i, the screenby stroking i . S— .

shown to the right is displayed ;Rg'{*iékgaplg E:;JC ‘

 
   

as a reminder. Once the curve ||for that part

data is output the menu prompt , ; nd part
; en input 3 2 art,

bar offers further options. T O |
WLTN£5Ie= \

  

  
  

   

  

Stroking the key will return you to the top of the
"CIRC" program, ready to calculate another curve.

 

Or, stroking the I key will output the areas of the
Segment, Sector and Fillet for the curve just calculated.
It is not necessary to output the areas unless you need

 

  
SECTOR

 

FILLET

NOMENCLATURE

the parts of a typical
horizontal (circular) curve

*Use of RADIUS or DEGREE OF CURVE varies in different locations.
Since they are functions of each other, they can not both be used

\as the two required parts (for input) in this program. j
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keystroke example

To give you a chance to try out the circular curve
we have included the example shown below.

Keeping it simple, we've used a curve with a central angle
program,

of 25°00'00" and a radius of

To begin, stroke

 

screen:

 

 

-'T'_
_‘xRCULRR  CURVES 1

nput Ry DELTR or D }
dnd stroke the by

for that part

 

 

333 **H‘H!!.'§!!?!?i!!

 
 
 

screen:
r 7

UELTAand  RADIUS
=AVE ZEEN INPUT  
 

th

 

-
-
—

  
   

. . WORKING . . . 
1TT AP  

 

~

 

 

500'.

OUTPUT:

Ro= 50@
& = Z5° @
_ = ZiE.166
T o= 1l@.547
o= Z16. 440
W= 11,852
Z = 1Z.144

screen:

aA Ull

i
n
n

  

 

keystroke:

OUTPUT:

printer:

 

 

 
 

 

 

keystroke:

menu prompt bar:

 
12

 

 



 

 

el

 

The main program for vertical alignment solves grade
or vertical curve problems, calculating the elevations at
any station along the vertical alignment. You can also
solve for the station when the elevation is known, on the
tangents and in symmetrical curves.

types of verticals

Vertical curves are
usually described as 'crest'’

or 'sag' verticals, as shown x
to the right.

The program will also
calculate the turning point
(high point on crest, low CREST VERTICALS
point on sags) station and
elevation. When both
tangent grades have the
same sign, there is no
actual turning point, and %
the program will tell you * x
that there is no high or low -
point in the curve. SAG VERTICALS

The symbol, e, is commonly used to denote the
distance from the tangent intersection to the curve. 1In
this program, the value is computed, and shown as the
second (POVC) elevation in the curve data.

A symmetricl curve is one in which the lengths of
the two tangents are equal. The program allows selection
by input of the length, L, if it is a symmetrical curve,
or lengths L1 and L2 if it is not.

intervals*

Automatic calculation of the elevations at a given
interval of stationing is possible. The interval instruction
is cancelled at the end of each tangent or curve, and must
be reset for the next segment. This allows the use of
a different interval along the tangent than in the curve.

*To allow you to take advantage of the interval option, but still be
able to calculate specific stations within the portion you are working
on, you are prompted for additional station input.

 

 



 

~ )
user's instructions — }

YERTICHL CLRYE
When you stroke!: the %.rlpl_.j‘t‘,fln orader, Lne
prompt screen shown to the right ||&=91nning otation,

. . E2QINNLNG Elewat 1on,
will appear. If you are using a ||znd izt % of arage
printer, the information will be

automatically printed out as it is |TiEmwmm ’
entered. Then, _—

 

 

 

Input any station which has a
known elevation and stroke

WAL
Input the elevation of the station,
and then stroke ettt

W=
Input the grade (percent). If the
grade is negative, stroke 8.
Strok et
roxe W

The information will also be ——— - - i

displayed, giving you a chance %‘EEINNING ® STATION }
to check your input, as shown +50. 399
to the right. E?ev. = }BB.B?@

grade = -1.

HEXT CURVE?
N000OO3411

  

    
2087Ll   The prompt, NEXT CURVE? and

the next prompt bar guide you
to the next step.

 
 

At this point you may tell the calculator to stop at a given
station (when you are using the automatic interval, it will
stop calculation at that station), or you can give it one
of the indicated stations along the vertical curve.

To stop the calculation at a given
station, input the station, then
stroke eegenogen

BT

Input the station at the desired part
of the curve, then stroke the
appropriate key,

WAToT

\_ /
4-14

or   



 

 ~

If a curve was indicated, additional input of the curve's
length is needed next, and a new prompt bar appears:

.e

If the curve is symmetrical, input
the total length of the curve and
stroke mwmm

If the curve is asymmetrical, input

the length of the first tangent,

stroke A
Input the length of the second
tangent and stroke e

The required information about your vertical alignment
has now been input and the new prompt bar offers the
options for types of solution:

ARRSN

If you want to calculate the station
at which a given elevation occurs,
input the elevation and stroke

|ELEN
The station at which the (input) elevation occurs will be
output.

or

 

or
Input the first station for which
you want to calculate an elevation.
Stroke feogeeentr

Ml

The output, in this case, will be the station (input) and
the elevation at that station.

the interval option

After output of the initial station, you may set the interval
if you like.  



 

4 )

Input the interval you would like
to use and stroke _

INTYL

This will bring up the prompt for any additional stations
to be input. If the printer is ON, output is automatic.
If OFF, continue stroking ESIM each time for the next

output, without additional input.

If you calculated an elevation (above) you will want to

output a starting station before input of the interval.

The program will continue to calculate the elevations until
either the next BVC station or the 'stop' station is reached.

When a BVC station is reached, the program will auto-
matically output the first portion of the vertical curve
data, and prompt for the outgoing percent of grade.

Input the grade (percent). If it
is negative, stroke before

TRl

The output will be the remainder of the curve data,
including the turning point and the elevation on the curve
at the PVI station (POVC).

At this point you can calculate (symmetrical curve) the
station at which a given elevation occurs, if needed, reset
the interval, or calculate any station's elevation within
the curve.

additional stations
  

If you have used the interval
option you may still calculate more nput Any Add'l
elevations, at any non-interval gmnsn?or this
stations. The calculator will
prompt for additional (oddball)
stations with the screen shown

to the right.
 

/4W
J

The extra stations needed are input on the command line,
separated by a space.  \_ /
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Input the additional stations

station 1 ), station 2 [}, etc.

When all of the 'extra' stations have

been input stroke g
Lkl

The stations will be output in order, and the extra stations
marked with a . At the end of each tangent or curve
the interval selection is automatically canceled.

keystroke examples

Just because holding two sets of station, elevation and

grade produces an oddball station for a PVI (see also 4-23)

doesn't mean that the BVC and EVC have to have oddball

stations too.

For a first example, assume that station 10+00, elevation
120.00 and station 16+00, elevation 125.00 were held, with
grades of +2% and -1.6%. The PVI would fall at station
14+05.556.

We can still hold even stations to begin and end the vertical
curve. Let's use 13+00 BVC and 15+00 EVC and calculate
it as an asymmetrical curve, with L1 = 105.556' and
L2 = 94.444".

Starting the example at 10+00 gives us a typical vertical
tangent situation, followed by our curve. Note that the
alignment may be calculated continuously with this
program.

Stroke H[EIA to begin

screen:

keystrokes:

 

YERTICAL ALIGNMENT
Input, 1n order, the
Beginning 5tation,
Beamnmg Elevation,
and 1st % of grade

 

   STATELEV]|J.GR*m‘},
 

 

 



 

screen:

 

A

NEXT CURYE?

e.v.cPylEVC]|[STOR  
 

keystrokes:

(3 Jo JoJENC
prompt bar:

ANN0NNe

keystrokes:

  

prompt bar:

L5TR|JELEV] JINTVL]|

keystrokes:

[5 [oBINTYL

 

screen:
 
 

,Ingggngnyofldd 1
r this

  

 

 

keystroke: \-
 

 

output:

16+50.00 121.00

11+00.00 122.00

11+50.00 123.00

12+06.00 1Z24.00

12+56.00 125.00

zZge.Be' V.C.

B.v.C. 13+00.00
Elev 126.00

grade in = 2.00%

prompt:

GRADE 0OUT?

keystrokes:

(- ]6 J+-JCONT
screen:

 
 

P.¥.I, 14+85.556
El'si 128.111/12? 214

194287298 127,
arade out = -i.688%

ST|JELEV].DNTeLL.W
|

    
keystrokes:

(5 §oJINTNL

 

prompt:

Staonsorthlc

keystrokes:

BEOOEEB
€3

%
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[

(1 JafJ2]2] J1]6)
13+25.008  [li]fi]

13+50.060 126.30

¥13+64.97 126.936

14+60.08 127.19

¥14422.16 127.24

14+56.60 127.15

be in the curve,

 
screen:

YERTICAL
Inputs 1n
Eeginning
Eeqinning
and 1st 7%

 

ALIGNMENT 1
order, the
Stati1on,
Elevat ion,
of grade

 STa1 IELEW].1GRx]..l
-O

 

 

keystrokes:

(1 ol shoRETh 

 

 

screen:

  

Elev 126.61

NEXT CURVE?

)

EYC 15+99.90

IROOO1
- - TT

— —_— - 4

ete .

The curve below is symmetrical, and we'll use it as a second
example, at the same time trying out the ELEV option.
Assume that we want to know where elevation 108.00 will

and where elevation 110.00 will be in
the tangent following the curve.

200" v.C.

 

  
  

 

BEGINNING @ STATION
+58.80
ey, = }Ub.@? o
grade 1= -1.084

HEXT CURVE?

DXXAARe112

 

 

keystrokes:

prompt bar:

ATSMUTGUTGet
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 -

keystrokes:

nnn i

i

prompt bar:

LFTA]oJELEV]'JINTWL]

 

keystrokes:

EB3 EDB
output:

Z@@.e0 ' V.C.

BE.Y.C. 10+506.00.
Elev 1086.00.

grade 1n = -1.50 %

prompt:

GRADE OUT?

keystrokes:

B[
output

.V.I. 11+506.000
El S 104.50/1085.88

grade e
11+u 545 1@5.59

arade out = 4.000%
prompt bar:

TM-1-g157iy

keystrokes:

EBDR EE
output:

EY 192.?69 at
+ .
1555881

prompt bar:

LTR|JELEV]_JINTVL]|

keystrokes:

(1]1J o] oliETH  

output:

11+00,.00 185.59
prompt bar:

[STA].JELEV]_JINTUL]|

keystrokes:

(5 §0JINTUL]

IngutF|n?orth1s

screen:
 
 

   

 

 
AAPSO WAL WAL

keystroke: eeen
y feni

output:

11+56.00 185.38

12+00.00 105.34

EVC 12+4506.00
Elev 1@8.50

HEXT CURVE?

BV.CIPWLIEVCE]|ETOP

prompt:

keystrokes:

(1]6} o] o] sTOR
prompt bar:

(5T]JELEV] JINTWL]|

keystrokes:

(1o JELEN
output:

§EEY1218,%2, 2t
prompt bar:

$TA|JELEV] JINTVL]|

. etc.
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GENM]TRIG
This is a type of "utility" program, giving you access to
the trignometric functions without having to go through
4 keystrokes to get to the conversion keys. We've also
added some additional functions which you may find useful.

 new functions  

  

    

 

D5 MODE ‘

%uur MATH, TRIG and
ENU keys will now
opc-rafe in D.MS mode

When you acc S this program,
by stroking ! f W, there is
a short wait while the calculator
assigns the new functions to their jnti] goy stroke EXIT
keys, and then the screen (right) ||gremir:msewyETeg:B

is displayed. J Y

  

 

 

There are four other new functions which are accessed
with menu keys and four (two old and two new) functions

assigned to the shifted math keys. These all work in
Degree, minute and second format, without conversion of
either the input or output.

the menu keys

First, to avoid confusion should you want to use these
functions in your own programs, the menu keys hold
"labels" rather than programs. There are functions, called

"R>P" and "P-»R" included elsewhere in the programming.
They DO NOT work in D.MS format, they require the angle
to be in decimal degrees. The functions you are using
within this mode actually use the others as subroutines.

examples

P>R One way that this function is used is to find the
Departure and Latitude of a course with a known azimuth
and length. We'll use an azimuth of 25°25'25" and a length
of 125.00' for the example.

€33E B2 B3BBO
IIBB'HLJF‘I{MH

11.2516
KT:u 11’_7 LSZ

. otROO
The result (right) shows the ’ " .

departure in Level 2 and the
latitude in Level 1.

\_ J
  



 

4 N
Reversing the process, stroking i will return the
azimuth (D.ms) to Level 2 and the length to Level 1.

 

To try out the other two functions, D»R and R-»D, try

the following:

Find the length of a curve
which has a radius of 500.00'
and a central angle of 12°22'
(length = the radius times
the central angle (D.ms),

in radians).

 

Find the central angle of a
curve with an arc length of
135.20' and a radius of

450.00'. 33 [03
17,1251

the math keys mwmmmmmmmil

The shifted functions of the B3 B EJ and 3 keys allow
addition, subtraction, multipliction and division of angles
directly. For the latter two, the angle is entered first.

 

  

Try out these functions with this one: Add 25°15'30" to
13°40'20", subtract 6°15'14", divide by 3 and then multiply
by two. The keystrokes are shown below.

€3B8KBB
BENDEacCe

(6-J1 05Q1]
(3Jfad]-

(answer 21°47'04") B@fl
When using these functions you can shift with either the
P or G key.

the trig functions

Use these keys as you normally would, with the exception
that all of the input and output is in degrees, minutes
and seconds.   



 

 

el
This program has been designed to calculate the inter-
section station and elevation for two grades which pass
through known points.

The known information is typed in, using the CJkey under
the menu. The results are displayed, but not printed
out. If you want a copy of the printout, the final (answer)
screen may be printed out by pressing the @Y and g keys
simultaneousy.

user instructions

Access the program by stroking

 

menu bar:
WT0TD-

Input the first (down-station) station, and
stroke the key under m:;;fi-fi.;x--im

Lt L.

Input the elevation for that station and stroke

W=

Input the second (up-station) station , stroke

s

Input the elevation for that station, and then

stroke ELE

Input the percent of grade for the line through
the first station. If the grade is negative,
stroke before e

L

input the outgoing grade ( in percent). If
negative, 2 ey

=

error message

If you give the calculator an impossible set of instructions,
"WON'T WORK!" will appear in the display instead of the
solution.  



 

/

 

keystrokes:

(1 o] olo NIETHL

12o BUELL
(16oo BETHR!

BB &3B{0

3

(1-o QGEH 
\_

 

*With stationing above 99+99, or elevations above 999.99,
portion of the answer will not be completely displayed.

 

        
 

 

 

 

\
130

keystroke example N /]f

For the example of the >\
keystrokes we'll use the / /.6/0
information shown to the / \

. ®_—125right. /

Ky
In the example we have a
+2% grade in, passing
through station 10+00 at | 120
elevation 120.0, and a -1.6%

grade out, passing through

station 16+00 at elevation _ e o & o o o

125.0. T ¢ $ £ @ £ €<
2 = 8 2 2 9 35

keystrokes:

T
screen:

( — pp—— = 2. 08a%
VERTICAL INTERSECTION|

i 128,111 PYI
input,y 1n order, |

1:", Station, Elewation | = -1, 6@A0%
Znd Station, Elevation | 125,294

Grade 1, Grade 2 1 |,|umm1mmmmnnmmummAAO

|OO000040O0|w}| — E—

If you are using a printer,
and want a copy for your
records, stroke [ and QL
at the same time to print out
the screen.

If you want to solve another
intersection, stroke

or stroke | to leave the

program.

  

 
the "PVI"

/
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(0DST
This program calculates the end-area of a section and the
volume of the average between two sections a known
distance apart. It uses a baseline and stationing as the
basis.

volumes by average end area

    Access the program through“....., stroking ,l,‘,?:
Everything works from the softkeys, the intervals are
calculated for you, and the program saves keystrokes by
having separate keys for LEFT, RIGHT and CENTERLINE
input.

-

Input the station and stroke gt
¥ W

The first and last stations are usually 'zero
end-area' so no further input is necessary for
them, stroke

 

You may work clockwise or counterclockwise, starting
anywhere on the section, with the input of the elevation
and offset points. It is not necessary to re-input the
first point again as the last point, just work agound the
figure and when finished stroke o   

The break points are input as

elevation [{1J offset

Then stroke either [3:3"*':*,ggm or !iii!;fl
i

it nxmi:iil

If the shot is a centerline shot, just input the

elevation and stroke i ;;iiigfii!i
iiidini

In the example, Station 10+52.5 is a zero end-area station,
with sections taken at 11400, 12+00, 13+00 and the ending
zero end-area station at 13+27.

Beginnin at
keystrokes: ? gf 10+52.50

19925 1052, 5 WL EOCH Kmsection Are2 g pie  /
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sta 11+00.00
X-Section Area =

140.0000 ft2

 

sta 10+52.50@

  

keystrokes: to sta 11+ee.
voL : 3325.0606ft:

1100 BT 0 6 & 10 37 B} 0 2zl = 123.15 yds
Z = 123.15 yds3

Sta 12+00.080
Sectxon Are

-22 12400 22 1121, 7500 12

 

Sta 11+00. 00
to 5ta 12+00.00
VoL = 6308?59 fta

= 2336.57 yds3

Z = 2459.72 yds?

sta 13+00.00
X-Section Area =

282.0000 ft?

Sta 12+00.00
to Sta 13+00.00
YyoL = 70187.50 ft3

= 2599.54 yds?

Z = 5859.26 yds3

 

Sta 13+27.00
X-Section Area =

‘13+27 0.00 ft2

keystrokes: Sta 13+00.00
y € to sta 13+27.00

VoL = 38@7.00 ft3
= 141.00 yds3

2 = 5200.26 yds?
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To use the curve layout program stroke
key which corresponds to "lnjlljj,‘,[fi" ThlS
first prompt bar [{¥{R e

 

1. Input the two known parts of the curve, the
same as when you use the curve calculation
program, "CIRC".

Output will be the curve data for the curve, through the
output of the chord.

Known Station?

RTINSYeooe

2. Input the station at the B.C., P.I. or E.C.
and stroke the key which corresponds to the
station input.

 

Output will be the stations of the B.C., P.I. and E.C.,
followed by the prompt bar for selection of the type of

layout you want, [0HINR25TMVRIRRR 000]S

    

3a. For deflection and LONG chord, -

otM)

3b. For deflection and SHORT chord,

el

3c. For tangent-offset solution, stroke

iket
TOP e

 

4. If the curve is to be staked along an offset
to centerline, input the offset distance (stroke
the key if the offset is to the left of
centerline) and stroke —

R
5. If you want to calculate stations at constant

intervals, input the interval distance and then
stroke e

eb

\_ J
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 -

solution, stroke

selected an interval,

station each time you stroke

When the interval stations

keystroke example

of 10+00.

The curve layout program
is in the "LAY" Directory

Stroke

  IRet
screen:

CURYE LAYOUT

Input R, DELTA D
dngustréke theor i

 

for that part

Then input a 2nd part
(TPOY0BT 

 

keystrokes:

(3 JoJDELTH

(5oo}k \_

Input the first station for which you want a

Output will be the station and either the deflection/chord
or tangent/offset solution to the station.

the program will continue through
the curve without further input,

program will again display the prompt bar, allowing input
of additional stations which were not at even interval.

As an example, we'll solve for deflection/long chord layout
of a curve with a radius of 500' and a central angle of
30°, along a 10' offset to the left.

The example uses the interval function to solve at 50'
intervals, and the curve is assumed to have a B.C. station

After completion of the interval calculations,
an additional station will be calculated at station 11+61.27.

 

\

  i

If you have

outputting the next

have been completed the

 

;
X

 

 

A
L
A

s
o

L
T
S
|

{| KNOWN STATION?
' U.A0i |

- ——

 

 

keystrokes:

BBBBBi
screen:

1H+|a|a nmaBC.

11433.975 P. 1.

12+51.799 E.C.

SELECT QUTPUT TYPE
rmfiliti

L
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\_

-~

keystrokes:

)(RI
screen:
 

 
 

 

OoanB,r:m'h
screen:  

Sta 18+58.000

uhord 58.979

aacy Iqa 2I
@ = 2%51

WOAD1TR 
 

keystroke:

 

screen:

 

 

 

keystroke:

 

 

 
 

= 152.427
s n1933'39.7

  

 
 

 

Chord = 282.643

8 = 11°27'32.8"

AO iR
—

keystroke:

2332 3°3,

T
screen:
 
 

\

Sta 12+450.4808

| Chord = 252.352 ‘

‘ @ = 14"19'25.2"

|OOOSWLB

 

 
 

  
 

 

keystroke:

R
screen:

STATION? ‘
W0
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~ )
Since all of the 50' intervals screen:

are completed, the non- — ] 

interval station can now be o .
calculated, as follows: *ta 11+61.270

Chord = 12,783

keystrokes: @ = 9%14'24,3"
\

 

ONOEE

|

|Foesesmm)

BB

W

I| Covetrokes: 

 

In the example, the instrument would occupy a point
opposite the Beginning of Curve, at ten feet to the left,
and either backsight a 10' left offset downstation (and
flop the scope) or sight with the full deflection of 15°
toward a 10' left offset at the E.C.

NOTE that the chords or offsets output by this program
are corrected distances if the curve was calculated along
an offset line.

The program has been designed to allow for office printout
of the data, to send with a field crew, or for the calcula-
tions to be done as needed in the field.

If you are using the program in the field, with an EDM,
you can also take advantage of the "MATH" routine, which
does the 'come in/go out' math for you (see "SPRAY",

page 5-15).

This routine allows you to input the trial shot distance,
stroke JE and get an output of how much further or nearer
the rodperson has to be to set the point.

important note

If you begin this program and enter [but do not
complete the curve, will not be in the menu. To leave
the program stroke ([fj and then ¥k

  

  

 

  \_ /
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user's instructions

Initialize the program and bring the first of the prompts
to the screen by stroking r:xrunli::l-q'l

LLL.b

SELECT OPTIONS
Prompt: wrrymmsmmy ]     TRT

If you want to input a grid-to-ground
factor, stroke Efi[fi:fifi

If you want coordinates calculated and
output stroke -

p o]

If you are calculating angle-distance ties
for layout, stroke T

tuini il

If you are planning to use the grid factor, it should be
the first option selected. After you have selected the

option(s) you want, stroke Rl

Different prompts will appear, depending on the options
you have selected. Prompts when Il has been selected
are marked (G), prompts which appear when has been
selected are marked (C) and prompts which appear when
E{dIN is selected are marked (L).

Grid to Ground Factor?
(G) PTOMP: eyAN11TTTKT

Input the factor (if no correction is
wanted, input 1) and stroke

 

First Point number for

() prompt: Coordinate Storage?

Input the point number you want to start
with for the calculated coordinates.
Stroke foepeeepetpepeess

i 
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INSTRUMENT
POINT NUMBER?
R e

Input the point number of the instrument
station and stroke VY or  [EFTESH

th.

prompt:

 

If £HZE was selected, the following prompt will also appear:

INPUT COORDINATES
UWRRT

Input the north coordinate, stroke

prompt:

 

input the east coordinate for the point
and stroke feopeeezeggeren

e

  

BACKSIGHT
PTOMPL: POINT NUMBER?

WCEETEA A RRTRTGR =150RoP

This prompt only appears if angle right
output was chosen. Input the point
number for the backsight point, stroking
either fi;:{## or FHHEE. If "NEW" was
chosen, input the coordinates of the
point in the same manner as described

  

above.

romot. KNOWN STATION
PTOMPL: bOINT NUMBER?

ERIETL:

 

Input the point number which will
correspond to the beginning station you
are going to use. If it is a new pair
of coordinates, again follow the input
instructions above.

ts Station?

PTOMPY "geW _ JEONT|
Input the beginning statlon and stroke

FeliTh

 

 %
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Tangent Dlrectlon"

Input the bearing of the tangent and
stroke m

Input the quadrant code, stroke

or L
Input the azimuth and stroke ——

o I
Input the code that describes the
direction, stroke s

ML=

 

prompt:

 

At this point you may begin your calculations, using the
menu for the input.

Station interval constant selected
INPUT OFFSET~

 

 

i Offset constant selected

INPUT STATION fifinfi‘:mdfifll
psgsssensyeeepsy

eL _—BEGIN CURVE

RF&'Lfi'qO
g

   No constant selected %‘

kfli..ximl...iii:

both constants selected—>

\CLEAR CONSTANT

SET CONSTANT

using constants

When you input a constant and stroke Hifi8 a prompt,
"Station Interval?" appears. If it is a station interval,
stroke EIFEA, and the indicator block will show EEE.
Answer the prompt EIEE if the constant is an offset, and
the indicator block will show EIHH.

  

If both a station interval and an offset constant are stored,

the indicator block will show EELIE.

 

Constants are cleared in the same way by stroking the
key.
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4 )

Note: When a station interval constant is requested, an
additional prompt, Next Curve?, appears. This is to
prevent over-run of the curve's beginning station.

prompt: Next Curve?

If there is a curve in the alignment

ahead, input the beginning station and

stroke G
If there is no curve in the alignment
ahead, input a station that is past the
end of the work area, stroke TR

odil

or

circular curves

Curved portions of the alignment can be included in the
calculations, with or without offsets. If offsets are
calculated, they are calculated as radial offsets to the
current station.

Input the B.C. station and stroke

When the B.C. station is displayed,
calculate any needed offsets, and then
stroke TP

Pigisdiin5i

prompt: Central Angle?

Input the wvalue (°.'") of the central
angle. If the curve is to the left, stroke

the key. Stroke fl'fslllil!ulfl

prompt: Radius?

Input the radius of the curve, stroke

COMT|
The output will be the central angle, the radius and the
length of the curve.

If a station which is upstation of the end of the curve
is input, the station at the E.C. will be displayed instead.

\_ J
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Intentionally inputting a station which is too large is the
correct procedure! It's faster than input of the longer
station, with decimal feet included, and it also uses the
(more accurate) calculated length, rather than the rounded
off value.

station and offset

The prompt bar will be displayed with the begining station
above it.

If you want to calculate offsets at this
station, input the offset, stroke

W
If you do not want offsets at this station,
input the station you want and then
stroke e

TR
then

If you want the default offset, stroke

  

If you want a different offset, input the
offset and then stroke gz

R
.i!i::

The output will depend on which options you have selected.

If you want an additional offset at this
station, input the offset and then stroke

or

If a station interval constant is set stroke

E3TE to bring up the next station.

 

or

Input the next station and stroke

W

The station is only output with the first offset. The other
calculations at the same station will be labeled "@ XX' Rt"

or "@ XX' Lt".

N /
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The keystroke example will use the alignment illus-
trated below. The location of the manholes to be installed
in the street are offsets from points on the centerline of
the street.

existing traverse, with theWorking from the
the example uses point #2 as ainstrument at point #1,

backsight.

If we assume that none of
the coordinates are in storage,

 

   
  

   

  

  

  /
/ /

7 332 L5128 VCP
/7 $=0.0052

we can use #3 for the number at /&
. /S10400, and #4 as our first number /\\"//

for calculations. & (7/N&
127 lsfolggvCP 5///\\

. 57 MH #4 -
7 17400 @ 10' RT.

/;o/// INV. (in) 102.90
6 %, Y $,. INV. (out) 102.63

169y NS7°27°10"E 0/3535 AN\,
/ 85.50" <47 - \

/\\)’) s . O

R = 350.00° /4\/R =500.000"
. s = 22°25'00" - T e
7 L = 136.936' /‘/"’ 8 = 17°15'30" \< , - - @, L =150.607" '\

f e, W MB & L L % 15+73.043 EC @ 10' RT
L s // & INV. (in) 101.92

/7 /,” MH #2 \C INV. (out) 101.82
Y/ /7" 13+36.936 EC @ 10' LT.

K '// INV. (in) 100.40
/ INV. (out) 100.29  

MH #1
10405 € 10' RT.

(in) 98.56

(out) 98.46

INV.

INV.  



 

 

Begin by bringing up the program by stroking

SELECT OPTIONS
[T e TL

 

keystrokes:

CONRDNERRAYN CINT
First Point Number for
Coordinate Storage?

WToso

keystrokes:

  

keystroke:

E
INSTRUMENT

POINT NUMBER?
i

 

 

keystrokes:

INPUT COORDINATES
PTioDR

 

keystrokes:

(1 3] 6]09]sec)
BBERT

BACKSIGHT

POINT NUMBER?
TRI

keystrokes:

 

Il

INPUT COORDINATES
lu ;mluud Mm{uu!Lflxl ll;m::“ i .,’. 1

   

 
 

keystrokes:

KNOWN STATION

 

s

 

keystrokes:

EB33 I3 E3
(1 ]o]o]o JEHNT

S tation?

iRRT

keystrokes:

L1 o} o]o JUONT
screen:

 

 

Tangent Direction?“
[TGTse

Tangent Direction?

TRTPL=TRANRO

keystrokes:

BEHOCOEan
€D &8 G0
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 - N

 
 
 

 

  
  

screen: screen:
(3 — -—

5t a 19+34. 084 12+, 840 B, C, ]

— :’n,_':'l‘":-j_fl" ‘

‘ Facius = 20, AR’
‘ # 3 Lenath = 1Z26.930°

N = 1600.0000
E = 1000.0000

WATHRPLT8T  
  

 

  

keystrokes:

(1]of o]sFETH L1] 4J o] oJiETH!

keystrokes:

 
 

 

 

 

display: screen:

Sta 1@+#3. 008 Sy 13+36.936 E.0. ]
keystrokes: \

L1]oJimdE 3
sc‘reen ; RBP8TNRS(R(T

Sta 19+85.688 . —
Rt I!:&g"gg:sgl ht keystrokes:

Abist =577 EBB [
N = 993,3530
E = 1111.94384

B MPBSTSBT     

 

keystrokes:

EB B33OT
Central Angle?    
 

keystrokes: keystrokes:

ERERERERBT EB3flB-
Radius? nnB;“§“;:‘ : 1

keystrokes:

 

   



 

F

Central Angle?

keystrokes:

SHEEBEEEe

Lek
Radius?

keystrokes:

(5] o]oJONT!
screen:

 

Sta 14422.435

Radius = .
Lfinq*h = 15,687

& = :-)IIICI"M Rll ‘

|

 

keystrokes:

SO
S reen:

Sta 15+72.043 w
 

 

keystr‘oke 
  

screen:
 

 

keyrsrtwr’;)rkes:

B&333
SCPGbn
 

-fd 17+4, AAB

  

 

 

 

keystrokes:

screen:

Keystroke: 
The example used both coordinate output and

 

    il1110

 

layout
(SPRAY) options, but could have used either one by itself.
Or GRID. Using two options gives you an idea of what
the output should look like for each.  



 

4 O
When you use the program with the coordinate option, the
points are stored. This means that the actual lengths
between the manholes can be found by inversing. With
this in mind, the program is also handy for design work
on storm and sanitary sewers.

math option

After output of the angle (or azimuth) and distance to

a point you want to set, you can use this option to help
set the point.

 When you take the trial shots, | 17+09.008 ]
put the rodperson on line and 1,49’ rlaht
check the distance to the rod. £ Ry = 2477°92'13,9"

Input the measured distance and GD 2.27' LESS
stroke JIf to get a readout similar memfi”flmfim”m
tO the one ShOWfl tO the Plght AWHW e o Ae Lo 0 \I

D—

H.Dist = 528.798 l

  
There is also a provision for using this option with the
slope distance.

If your EDM is a type that doesn't reduce the slope distance
to horizontal internally, you may still use the math option
as follows:

Input the slope distance, stroke

Input the zenith angle and stroke

<a
The slope distance will be reduced to horizontal and then
used to give you the difference in the distance to the trial
shot and the required distance.  
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This program is full of options, and is probably the most
comprehensive layout program ever written. In addition
to the GRID and MATH options, you may work with stored
or unstored coordinates, or input from an office-furnished
layout sheet. It will also calculate the cuts or fills using
elevations either in storage or input in the field.
    If the coordinates include thel[TD 45 El= 486,58

elevation, it will be shown in the|l __ _ . .\9.9 an

upper right-hand of the screen, uDI¥= 13m;4;'5J
and that allows you to use the a0 2.
WM option as well as the layout
portion of the program.

 

J/

The zenith angle and the slope
distance are input, using the shifted "MATH option" with
the shot on the just set hub. Stroking Wliifi## will bring
up both the hub elevation and the cut or fill.

If the coordinates were input as 2-dimensional originally,
the elevation may be added to the information by using
the shifted function of the Wl key, prior to taking the
final shot on the hub. The output will be the same as

shown.

a Ble
e1||
i :ifl:::“!iszQ_* input BACKSIGHT North, East
l o838

ERRRYTH

————input 2- or 3-D coordinates

 

¢———————1input elevation

  

  

¢ input INSTRUMENT North, East, H.I.

R¢input Pt#, horiz. dist levati'i p » horiz. distance, elevation

The left-shifted ELLTH key allows input of the coordinates
when they are not already stored. The may be either
2- or 3-dimensional, and are input on the command line
separated by spaces, followed by (&) Eli.

The right-shifted Fillll key is similar, but takes the input
of the point number and pre-calculated distance. To use
the cut/fill option, the elevation may also be added at this
point, or input with € f#=#prior to the actual shot on
the hub, after it is set.
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The various setup options are explained below.

the block option

You can lay out a consecutive 'block' of points by using
this option.

Input the point number of the first point to
be set and stroke m

Input the last point number of the block,

stroke T
After each point is set, calculate the next
one by stroking S

B

grid correction

If you are working at an elevation where grid correction
is a factor to consider, you can enter a grid-to-ground
factor prior to input of the first point number for solution.

Input the grid factor and stroke s

Heldi
the move-up option

This one allows you to move to a different setup point
without having to do all of the input from scratch.

Input the point number of the new setup
point and stroke

If you have selected angle right output,
input the point number of the backsight point

or
If you have selected azimuth output, input
0 (zero)

Stroke
LR

There are also shifted functions on the "MOVE-UP" key,  \- _J
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to be used when you are working from an office-furnished
dump sheet and do not have the coordinates stored.

The northing and easting of the new backsight point,
separated by a space, can be entered with the left-shifted
Wil key, and the northing, easting and H.I. of the new
instrument location (again, separated by spaces) is
entered with the right-shifted [Tl key.

Input of the H.I. is only needed if you plan to use the
cut/fill option, and is the elevation of the scope, not the
distance above the point occupied by the instrument.

cut or fill

To use the cut/fill option with stored coordinates that
include the finish grade elevation, make sure that your
PARAMETERS are set for 3-D before beginning. The
elevation will be displayed as part of the layout informa-
tion.

After setting the hub, take a shot on it, using the shifted
&AL function (see page 5-14). The program will display
the cut or fill.

If the elevation is NOT in storage, it may be entered with
the left-shifted Tl key.

parameters

Again, this is important. You won't get 3-dimensional
output if you are set to 2-D, and the status of the printer
is also important.

When the printer is ON and you use [#1i#ll, the whole block
will be printed out. For use in the field, set the printer
to OFF.

generating the output

When you use the shifted functions of the ELIIN key, the
output is automatic, because you have supplied the data.
To use the program with stored points, just input the point
number and stroke o

el
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spiral curves

Spiral curves are used as transition curves, between

the tangent and the circular curve, on railroads, highways
and rapid transit systems. The latter is probably the
most important at the present time, because of the number
of rapid transit projects in the last few years.

New funding for interstate highway projects has also
renewed the need for the surveyor to be able to work with
spiral curves in the field and office.

 

SPIRAL SYSTEM

 

The 'parts' of a typical spiral system are shown
above. In a spiral system, the circular portion which
would normally be at right angles to the two tangents is
modified by the amount of arc length subtended by an
angle equal to 0s. This original point of tangency would
occur at a distance of k from the T.S. and the S.T., at
an offset distance of p.

The length of the spiral is designated as Ls. Note
that the distance, X, is the tangent distance to the S.C.
(the tangent distance to any point on the spiral is usually

\— /
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shown as x). The offset at the S.C. is Y, and to any
point, y. Values to any point on the spriral can be
calculated using the same formulas as for the total spiral,
since 05 is the variable.

The formulas used in this program are shown below.

Ts = Tangent length from T.S. to main P.I.

= (R-P)TankA + K

P =Y - R(1-Coses)

K =X - R(Sin®s)

62 8g* 68 658 610 ...
K= Ls(l - Y5 * 715 - 7360 * 5EBMA0 - 7B

o= LS5 8%, 85 &7 851
TS\T T T??U 75600 * BB§I7ZG §TEU§EIU

ST = Y Sinég
The D¢, ©g and

LT = X - Y (Tanes) A are in degrees.

8s = 0Os, d
Ls = Length of Spiral irS1 Pasdiaizp.)resse

Ls D
Os = —%fifig LC =v/X2 + Y2 All of the other

dimensions are in
Dc = Degree of Curve feet

(arc definition)

If the tangent distance and offset to any point are
known, the deflection and long chord are easily calculated,
so the spiral may be laid out using either method. This
program solves for the coordinates of the points, and may
be used without having to set up on the spiral itself.

If the instrument is set up at the T.S., sighting
toward the P.I., the output is the same as deflection and
long chord output, but with the advantage that offsets
may also be set.
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The illustration below shows portions of a set of plans
for BART in the San Francisco Bay Area. For an example
of this program's use with a spiral system we will use the
M2 alignment data.

The coordinates are on California State Grid system, and
to avoid typing in the parts of the coordinates that aren't
within the scope of the job; we'll drop the 4 in the northing
and 1,4 in the easting, to make the coordinate values a
little more managable.

ALIGNMENT DATA- & M2 TRACK
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          
  

 
   
  

  

   

 

 

 

 
 

COORDINATE S oN
bll'n' STATION N E CURVE DATA EPLED

PoT 120499 %49 49, 19011% (1,8%0,142949% P STa 140+ 0 .445

A= 12 06 55" ,
Pl-a 494026449 |14%0>M 190 |1, woin 119 Taz = 418115

w|Ts Pet 5 210 495638388 [1,490,949.72 |Lg, = 1269000Xg = 264.781
% Sc 125t82.210 436,581 117 |1,#30,695.64% :‘. f,'”z',;gs' % =go1 {.}\3'9

< cccumve 4 439509051 |1,4%,891%10 R: ;"":o o:o, Le =298997|5 o

T(ce 141481907 43911959 [1430,002300] |, = £6% 000 Xs1 =204 102 ao
ST |44+ 4. 007 439,444670(1430,999419|Bg2= 2" 11 942 Yy = H012 [P w

P10 1%1+21.01% 4401487 |,4%0,34907

by ¥s N 8T
- VAR ES MAR |01 ~ 0'3

TS M 130t 18.270 1O ol =

STA. M 144198 569 i |«
[ + & !
| 2 =

| - Y

& 4 &Jgr~ - 58
w ~< - = n
E s a _t_. TR p- ———————

3T @ ol g TleulivuintstsiN <F. \“: Y 9o INTERSTATE 280
oo~ - —= - ——

5" : . ge
ey ) 9 &M TRACK
O + T a? e O

2 4 ~—f — + +—
| & 335 em1Tracu
| & 1488 o, &|§‘ - %.gz Noi6't%'e % 8§

| "~ » Hiss £3
- L . g g < £ {‘c
-~ s31%0cbraMA|——?{‘—‘f{‘-—— B
L~ 226,002 N__oSTATION_AVE

$ ! $07% 19" 4eC4@

S . WILL_STREET____ | Rwao-« /,Q/Q. ———————————— . ! ‘

4 §85 9% %o
I 3 %40.152'

- o ™Mby

 

|
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The plans give the values to the nearest 0.001' and tenth
of a second, so you will have some rounding off (Ac+ 2[0s]
is one tenth second short of adding up toA). Calculating
the values, holding A, R¢ and Ls, you will get
05=5°11'59.2376" and Ac=11°42'56.5249". If these values
are input you will get an answer without any roundoff.

using the program

All of the input is exactly the same with the exception
that you identify thecurve as a spiral curve by stroking
() before you stroke [HIHHH. This brings up a menu prompt
bar for input with the softkeys:

TTTR==
Input the length of the spiral (if this is a curve
to the left, stroke &) and stroke T

A second part must be input next. For easiest input the
radius or degree of curve for the circular portion is best.
It will also give more consistant answers when you are
calculating a complete system.

 

Input the radius of the circular portion andApu
estroke

fliflll..l.“lllllfl

Input the degree of curve for the circular
portion and stroke mlmq"*fium

or

or

Input the spiral angle and stroke Hflm”l:’mi!u

Next, indicate whether it is an ENTRANCE spiral or an
EXIT spiral.

If it is an entrance spiral, stroke !”,,M.‘m
oo

or
If it is an exit spiral, stroke i
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As shown to the right, the spiral g =
data will be displayed (and, if i35+15.278 T.5.
print mode is on, printed out). l

W
L

n
a
u
n
n
u

X
A

The prompt bar for input will
again be displayed, and input of
the station and offset are the mm&m'%mmmfla@m;
same as in the previous example.

  

-
_
_

 

For a keystroke example, we can use the data below, and
calculate the even stations. We'll also calculate an offset
to these at 20' right and left.

    

 

SOLUTION STATION
'{i” any point on spiral

o, EXAMPLE SPIRAL
\3 A = 22°06'55"
v Ts = 418.175' R = 1460.000"
- Ls = 265.000' Xs = 264.782'

7 ‘——————gggzg'ggg 8s = 5°11'59.2" Y¥s = 8.012'
- . Ac = 11°42°'56.5" Lc = 298.537"

Start by stroking INPUT COORDINATES
P

 

ALIGH
keystrokes:

T Bl0 EB
keystrokes: nnm

[TBT DEDDE

Eurst pont Jumber for (o I'2 JEONTCoordinate Storage?

SELECT OPTIONS

  

iBBITTTY Station?
)BeT

keystrokes: GO keystrokes:
-n 4.

KNOWN STATION HEOoO
POINT NUMBER? T
TeT

keystrokes:

EBT

 

  
Tangent Direction?
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keystrokes:

m "l”l'r“
KR I.
LlLLhh

output:

 

M

keystrokes:

(2 J6]5Qb

(1 4] 6]o JUREH

 

output: rc = {4£@.000
Lz = Z&5.084
4z = 5f11's39. 2"

keystroke:

eWl

screen:

[—136+18.EFG T.5. ]

HoRC= ‘AEB.BBB

 

keystrokes:

BESESD

MRBk

 

screen:

e e R

Tha 1I7HAR, AAA ]
¥ centeriine  
 

keystrokes:

DB CAVi
screen:  

   
keystrokes:

€DI
screen:
  

AS

 

keystrokes

(1 ]3f]sjo]o
B

screen:

[ Ga i
  

  

   

 

_________

(" iHn*=Tai"xp

 l WTP

keystrokes:

KBB il
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screen: screen:
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keystrokes: keystrokes:

3Bi|RDRW
display:

Sta 132483278 5.C. 
With the entrance spiral completed, you may go on to
calculate the stations you need in the circular portion.

The program has already taken you to the SC, which is
the beginning of the circular portion, so continue by
stroking TS

[T

Answer the prompt for the central angle with input of the
value for Ac. Remember, if this were a curve to the left,
the central angle would be entered as a negative number
by stroking @& before [Tl .

unequal spirals

The calculations for the exit spiral are exactly the same
as for the entrance spiral. Because of the way the
programming has been assembled, any spiral may be
calculated as an individual curve or as part of a continuing
alignment.

This also allows the spirals to have different lengths within
the same system, be compounded, or even be reverse
compounded, and still be calculated using this program.
Each curve, regardless of whether it is circular or spiral
can be calculated as it is reached on the alignment.
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This program is designed to solve an often encountered
problem in urban surveys. A.L.T.A. morgtage surveys
require the measurement of property lines for a block and
the proration of the lot dimensions shown on the original
tract map to match existing measured distances.

Since the work is usually done by measuring the centerline
distances in the streets around the block, getting out of
the street as soon as possible is important. This program
lets you set the required property line intersection points
("prods"), or offsets to them while you are still set up
at the street intersection.

   

Even better, it stores the exterior

coordinates of the points so 2! 85\°
that inversing from one to -—"-_\\
the other gives you the tan dist ahqg  

interior

   

4

Q

"measured" distance along
the property line. The f
program also calculates the 3/

 

distances down the center- 11%&2 |
lines to be opposite the /ra?,-g?m
prods, if you want to set T :
those points. ’ 30,\%

!5‘ —

badthglusing the program k /\ —¢

The program is used in al 5"
clockwise direction, and a
point-code is input to establish the backsight bearing.
The code is in the form AAA I} bbb, where AAA is the
point number at the instrument and bbb is the point
number at the backsight.

Enter the program by stroking
PRAT

The program is self-prompting from there on.

Input the point number at the instrument,
stroke m

Input the point number at the backsight and
stroke H‘]fl]fi  



 

 

INPUT DEFLECTION £«

Input the exterior deflection angle and stroke

or Ealh
If you would rather work with the interior angle,
bring up the interior angle prompt. Without
input, stroke FHiEE

Bl

RADIUS?

Input the radius (if there is no radius, input

0) and stroke *"'17?"!“"
l;i‘ eedadte i:..

3-WIDTH BACK?

Input the distance from centerline to property
line for the 'back' street, stroke

3-WIDTH AHEAD?

Input the centerline to property line distance
for the street 'ahead' and stroke —

comE ° ETH
 

 

  
 

The output will be similar to that — ¢
shown to the right. Tan Dist bk = 17.492 ]

Tan Dist ahd = 28.363

The 'H.D.' is the distance to the H.D. = 34.797
prod, and the angles are given & Rt F§ = 29248:44,6%
from both sights, so you may use < Rt BS = 215711713.4
them from the direction you ||/SNNNSS[T |
 happen to be sighting, without * —

having to take another shot.

POINT NUMBER?

Input the point number you want to use for the
property line intersection point. If there is
a return curve, the program will assign the next
three consecutive point numbers to the curve

points. Stroke RAER
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The remainder of the output < .
tells you the point numbers PROP LINE PROD is #9
assigned to the points and RADIUS Pzgfg.?rlh #10
gives the curve data for the l':F = 2;593?);

= 1 L4curve. BR i #iT

i ECR 15 #12
Offsets to these points could TTTcoNT

have been set, instead of / J
 

the actual points by input
of the half-widths minus the offset distance, and the radius
plus the offset distance. A procedure is suggested below:

 

      
(\Sqo

%
#2 = N—T

STREc‘, S 87°14713%| (Basisof Bearmgs)"""*E412197msig #‘3‘ TR~ T 95,01 \Jg
:

| 2 .61 017 9501
" / o

. 76.13°
w

|
5

.\u"/u :% 6 > ‘ E‘h’ Q’/’b

ey
8 3— -

-
<+(/)/3 I 11s.05" 95,02. 87.62

8.40" '88.40" !

?(Q:
ao5 g 3 i

~._70.82" 8.40" 88.40"' 88.40'

|

56.27°
———
——

- —
o

——

:

1 M STREET *"“*“\'\W

If lot #6 in the block shown above is the lot being measured, a procedure

for the survey (with EDM) might be as follows:

1. With targets set at centerline points #1 and #3, occupy #2.

2. Measure the angle 1-2-3 and, with an assumed coordinate value

for #3, traverse from #3 to #2 and to #1. This stores the
coordinates for these points.

3. While you are still set up at #2 you can use the program ALTA to
set the property line points at the northwest corner of lot 6.

4. Reset, with targets at #2 and #4, the instrument at #3. Measure
the angle and distance to #4 and set a coordinate for #4 with the
traverse program. Use the program to calculate the northeast

corner points of lot 9, and set whatever prods you will need.

\- by
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Primarily intended for layout of curb returns, this program
prompts for input of the radius, central angle and offset
being used. The radius that is input is the actual radius.
The offset is assumed to be inside the curve (if it isn't,

stroke to change the offset sign).

options

There are two options offered by the program. The first
is "MAX", where you input a maximum length between curb
points, the other is "EQ", which divides the curve into
N equal spaces. "MAX" also divides the curve equally,
but not exceeding the spacing given.  
output >° «————

The output is the chord
distance to pull from point
to point to double-tape the
offset points in. The second
distance is the radius minus 2%
the offset, pulled from the &o
radius point.  Using this I J‘\)/
method eliminates the need B;¢- \\\\
to set up an instrument at //
the radius point.

 

This program uses the same prompts as "CHDS", but is
used to set the offset hubs radially, from the radius point.

With the instrument at the radius point, sighting the B.C.
of the return, the radial angle to the first offset point
is calculated by the program. The distance is a constant,
equal to the radius minus the offset.

As each offset point is set, stroking EEHE brings up the
angle to the next offset point.

Continue around the return until the last angle equals
the central angle, and check into the E.C. offset hub.

When finished, stroke [zl

\_ J
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There are any number of reasons to run levels. This
program tries to take all of them into account, with one
exception; this is not designed as a cut-or-fill program.

 

It can be used to determine the cut or fill at any shot,
but the subtraction is done manually. More on that later.

control

Control runs, or level loops designed to establish new
benchmarks are one option. These can be run and
adjusted, then output to a printer. A provision for
reading 3-wire shots is also included.

The screen shown to the — A»l
right will be displayed when
you first enter the program.

 

LOOP?

A "yes" or "no" answer is

required, and sets up the ST000
parameters for the program. [

 

 
— 

If you plan to adjust the levels at the end
of the level run, stroke —

I==

If you do not plan to adjust the loop at the
end of the level run, stroke e

W

or

The next prompt is in the form of a menu prompt bar:

(eLTETRT

If you are running "trig" levels, or want to use the 3-wire
option, indicate it at this point, with just one keystroke.

 

If you are running TRIG levels, stroke

 

or
If you are going to use the 3-wire option,
stroke
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4 )
or

If you do not plan to use either of these
options, go on to the next step:

Select the TYPE of level run you want.

If you want to run a loop with just turning
points and benchmarks, stroke st

P
or

If you are going to run levels that include
sideshots to various points along the route,
stroke ageengeeees

 

 

]The screen prompt for the
i beginning elevation is next.

 

Input the elevation of the bench,
.|jand stroke

J
   

From this point on, use the 48 as an 'electronic field book',

and stroke the appropriate keys as you go.

stationing

If you are running a loop for profiles, taking grid shots,
as-building, etc., you need to identify the shot. In the
case of a profile, this is easy, just input the station and
stroke [#fM , before entering the rod reading.

On a grid, you have to be a little more inventive. The
program expects a number at this point, and will output
a station. To avoid confusion between a grid shot and
a station shot, we have added a separate function.

If you label your grid 1 through n in one direction, and

*The closing benchmark is entered as a shifted turning point, by

stroking « MEHM .

This program defines "H.I." as an elevation, not as the distance
(defined as a "plus rod") above the setup point.

\_ /
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1 through m in the other, a shot can be input as n.m,
and will be output as nxm to indicate the grid point. The
difference is that you have to stroke & or (> before you
stroke HELLTR .

cuts and fills

When the shot's elevation is output (in profile mode) you
can input the finish grade elevation and stroke the @ key.

A positive answer indicates a CUT, and
a negative answer indicates a FILL.

The cut or fill is not recorded by the program, but may
be written onto the stake while the rodperson is still there.

turning points

As with the stations, the turning point is identified before
the rod reading. Stroke %, then input the reading
before stroklng : The program will number the
turning point and display it in place of a station, along
with the elevation.

  

 The elevation of the turning
point is displayed.

After the level is moved to
the next setup, input the rod
reading the turn and
stroke

  

 The screen will change to
show the new height of
instrument elevation.

 

The current H.I. will then
be shown at the top of the
display for any shots taken
prior to the next turn.   

 

 

3-wire

The program works the same way for the three-wire levels,
with the exception that the rod readings are input using
this prompt bar:

b-3

 

  



 

~ )
The display will prompt for input of the rod readings,
and they may be entered in any order (you can also change
your mind about one of the readings, and re-input it).
When the readings have been entered, stroke ;igur'.mi'mi

el

 The display will show the
difference between the mean MEAN ROD = 6. 167
rod and the rod reading, and MR
the 'field book' prompt bar. -

 

If the shot is acceptable,
input it by stroking BEERE
or [HEEIE.

or

   
 

If the shot was not acceptable, return to the
rod reading menu by stroking e

The 3-wire prompt bar will be redisplayed, and the shot
may be taken over.

trig leveling

When an EDM is used for taking the shots, they need to
be reduced by the program. The first prompt when you
call for Hiili® is for input of a distance factor, the
difference between the elevation of the (topmounted) EDM
and the theodolite's H.I. elevation.

This is used to correct for a difference in the rod reading
when the height of the instrument and EDM are not at
the same elevation.

If your EDM sends it's beam through the same
lens as the line of sight, or uses a target on

the rangepole to compensate, enter 0, and
then stroke Eéfil}flfiifl

If there is a difference between the H.I. of
the EDM and that of the theodolite, input the
difference (decimal feet) and stroke. ...

el

\_ /
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A second prompt, NUMBER OF SIGHTINGS?, will be
displayed.

Enter either a 1, if you are planning to only
take one shot to each target, and stroke

!  
or

Enter a 2 if you plan to take both a direct
and reverse reading to each target. Stroke

  

The 'Beginning Benchmark Elevation' is the elevation of
the point you are starting at, and the distance to the scope
(plus rod) above the point is input with [ The H.I.
will be displayed at the top of the screen.

 

Indicate the next shot by input of a station
and stroke g

   
or

Identify the shot as a turning point by
stroking

 

 Instead of the prompt for - —
NEXT SHOT, you get this INPUT .
screen (this one is for both - ,.,Zd} 'i--?nf::g-r; ;
direct and reverse shots). 2 V1SL. Lotenier) |

    

  

- _Zg? tenter)

It doesn't matter which shot —;14535.'(5["%25;‘;%:3 CONT
is entered first, the direct
or the reverse. -

    

After input of the shot readings, and stroking
mean difference in elevation will be shown.

 

For trig levels, the rod reading is the distance from the
pole's prism (or target if they are not the same). Input
the rod reading and stroke either ! to complete
the shot.

 

cut and fill

 

If you selected I a cut or fill can be calculated when

_ y
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the elevation of the shot is output, as with other profile
runs (see page 6-3). The screen prompt will have
disappeared during the calculation, but input the next
set of angles and distances and stroke [l to continue.

closing

When you arrive at the end of the run, and take the final

shot to the closing benchmark,

Indicate that this is the closing benchmark

by stroking 9
and stroke

 

Input the elevation of the bench (even if it
is the same as the beginning bench) and
stroke

 

The output will vary, depending on what kind of levels
you've been running. The closing error will be shown,
and if you were running 3-wire, the total distance traveled

will be shown (doesn't include sideshots). A prompt,
OUTPUT?, will also be in the display.

If you want to download the level run at this
point, stroke

 

or

 

adjustment

The run can only be adjusted if the response to the original
prompt, LOOP? was yes.

If you want to adjust the level run, stroke

The program will go through the loop and adjust all of
the elevations. When it has completed the adjustment it
will again prompt to allow output of the notes.

\_ /
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the file system

This group of programs is designed to handle necessaries.
Like loading a file of coordinates prior to going to the
field, or dumping the results to a printer when you get
back. Stroke {jfjilli and then H3d , to bring up the 'files'
menu

LTITRR= TN
creating a new file

To create a NEW file, the name of the file must first be

entered into level 1, prior to stroking EIEYH.

Stroke and type in the filename. Stroke

WA
prompt: FILE SIZE?

Input the size you want for the file and stroke

T
There is a pause while the file is created. The new file
also becomes the current file.

existing file

Use the [H{Fifl key to make an existing file the current
file, at any time. The name of the file must be in level
1 prior to stroking this key.

Stroke and type in the filename. Stroke

or ERIET
Use H#iFhfl to bring the name of the file you want
to use to level 1 and stroke "I'IHII"

L

The current file has been changed and the program will
return to the main menu prompt bar.

resizing a file

This program allows you to resize the current file. This
may be done to save memory while a file is on 'standby’',
or to enlarge the file to allow more coordinate storage.  

/-1



 

Stroke [ and type in the filename. Stroke

or LETEL
Use HHEEE# to bring the name of the file you want
to level 1, and then stroke

2\

   

 

 

Stroking the [EFHd key will bring . o
up a prompt screen. filename "PHYL

i i i current size 25
The current file size will be

shown on the screen, as shown SILE SI7E?

to the right, as a reminder and ||sEmmseEmeT
includes the prompt / Y
 
 

FILE SIZE?

Input the NEW size for the file and stroke

ttedeeedela.d

The file will be resized to the new size and becomes the

current file.

listing the files

A function is provided to bring up a list of the existing
files. You can scroll up or down through the list, using
N or §B to bring a particular filename to level 1 for use
with the other options.

copying a file

There are several reasons why you might want to copy
a file (make a duplicate file), and this program may be
used to do so.

As an example, if you have a completed traverse and want
to store a copy of the unadjusted file.

Put the filename into level 1, stroke

eTR

prompt: COPY AS (filename)?

Put a new filename into level 1 and stroke

i
A copy of the file is now stored under the new filename
and the NEW file is the current file. \_
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purging a file

The purging routine is in the second page of the KlH:Ed
menu, stroke to get to it.

This command totally deletes the referenced file when you
use it. As a 'safety' feature, it will not work unless you
first input either a filename or a block code.

Stroke , type in the filename, stroke [P to
put in the name of the existing file that you
wish to delete, and then stroke eeregerengtgeee

[PLRAG|

Use the LIST function to bring up the list of
files, then use the 8 or ¥ keys to bring the
filename you want to Level 1. Stroke ““H,m

Lkt

With the file now deleted, select the file you
will want to use next and make it the current

flle by Str’oklng "._||”|'|”"

bl

or

purging a block of coordinates

To delete a group of coordinates from the
current file, input the 'code' for the block of
coordinates to be deleted and stroke "M,rm

e LEhY

The code is in the form AAA) bbb, where AAA
is the first point number and bbb is the last.

load

Stroking the MM key brings up a menu bar for in ut
of coordinates to the current file: BzWL00 E :

 

Coordinates are stored under the point number indicated,

and may contain 2- or 3-dimensions, with or without a
descriptor.

Input the point number first, stroke G

il
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Input the North-coordinate, stroke
AT

Input the East-coordinate, stroke

 

optional:

Input the elevation, stroke
W

A descriptor may be entered at this point, as
follows:

Stroke () BB and type in the descriptor you
want to use. Stroke [[IEP and then W,_;.,,l,q.{__“!

AL

dump

This program outputs your coordinates to a printer. The
type of printer being used and the on/off status is set
in [{fildH. If the printer is OFF the program halts after
output of each point.

Like 'PURGE', the complete file will be output if you enter
the filename, or just a given block of coordinates may be
output by use of the 'block code', AAA [ bbb.

edit

The WATIM function is designed to edit any given point
in the current file. Input a point number and stroke

=T
This function may also be used to duplicate points under
a new point number. If a new point number is given,
the original point is still stored, and a copy of the data
is stored under the new number.

The prompt bar, [lBBIiLR, is
used, input the new data for any portion of the coordinates
and stroke the appropriate key. When finished with a
particular point, stroke fdil.k.

To edit the total file, stroke [J and the (3 key under the
filename (in the secondary pages of the main menu) and
then stroke (P E&.
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The actual conversion of numbers in different systems is
done using the softkey menu shown below.

 

When you first enter the program you are prompted for'
the output type with a menu bar: GEHEEECTERELT

 

The response to this prompt can be any of

foot, inch & fraction

decimal feet

metric (centimeters)

The foot/inch/fraction selection has 2 settings, and the
key to stroke depends on how much accuracy you want.
The choices are nearest sixteenth or nearest thirtysecond.

from foot/inch/fraction

When you are converting foot/inch/fraction numbers to
decimal feet, the Hi{i#ii key is used to input the feet
portion. When stroked it brings up the secondary menu
for input of the inches and fraction.

The remainder of the input is in the form whole inches
or whole inches [Ij fraction numerator
denotes the denominator softkey.

  

For example, 6'-4" is input as

and 6'-4;" would be input as

In either case, the output will be dependent on the
parameters selected. Using 6'-4" as an example, if output
is wanted in decimal feet, the display will show 6.333',
if metric was selected, the display will show 193.0 cm,
and if foot/inch/fraction was selected, the calculator will
display 6'-4".

 

Let's assume that the latter were the case. You may still
change the number to centimeters (as a check, for
instance) by stroking , and back again by stroking
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It should also be noted that if foot/inch/fraction has been
selected, the decimal foot equivalent is still in Level 1 on
the stack. Stroke @Y to clear the display.

To input a foot/inch/fraction number that is less than one
foot, input 0 [fii#l#li to bring up the fractional menu, and
then continue.

If the number is less than an inch, input 0 Ei:E, o B3,
the number, and stroke the denominator softkey.

metric input

Some architects, when dimensioning in the metric system,
use millimeters, others centimeters. On the site plan the
dimensions may even be in meters. The program uses
centimeters, and displays to the nearest 0.1 centimeter.

As with money, the metric system can be manipulated to
change the wvalue. If the dimensions are given in
millimeters, just move the decimal point 1 digit to the left.
Don't do this with your checkbook.

Input the number and stroke [Hik#. The display will
show whatever the parameter selections decide.

decimal feet input

Use the [### softkey. Again, the display will depend
on the parameters you have set. The decimal equivelent
will remain in Level 1.

adding and subtracting

Using thellliZ## and MM keys, you can add or subtract the
currently displayed value to the previously displayed
value, regardless of type of input. If your output
parameter calls for the output to be in foot/inch/fraction,
and you input 6.333 feet, with [fiiii, the display will
show 6-4".

Now, input 20.3 centimeters with [#ifi#l, and the display
is 0'-8". Stroke [zl to subtract, and the display shows
the answer, 5'-8".  
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Before starting with the user's instructions and the
keystroke examples, this is a good place to look at how
the program is set up.

There are several different ways to slope stake, and we've
tried to make this program as convenient as possible for
everyorie.

The main program allows setting of a catch point at any
convenient location, and the station at which the stakes
are set is output. There is also a subroutine which lets
you precalculate the angle and distance to a specific
station, at any offset, to begin.

vertical grade

curve¢  occupied by the instrument
is within a vertical curve,
the elevation that is input
as profile grade is the elev-
ation of the vertical tangent
at the instrument station.

instrument station When the station that is
Tk//lon vertical

 Bv
C

E
v
e

tangent

profile

 

    

  

 

It's a simple matter to
calculate this elevation since
it is just the extention of

~ the back wvertical tangent
~~ (even when your instrument

™~ is upstation of the PVI).

slope ratio

The slope ratio is carried as a constant, and is displayed
each shot. If you want to change it, input the new number
before strokin If it is the ratio you plan to use
just stroke

half-width

Like the slope ratio, the half-width (distance from the
centerline to the hinge point) is displayed each shot.
If it is the width you want to use, stroke If not,
input the new number and then stroke   
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Both of the variables above may be changed at any time,
during the shot input, allowing for widening the roadbed
or flattening the slope as the cut or fill approaches a
"daylight" area.

referencing

A routine has also been included which calculates the angle
to turn and the distance to measure to set the reference
stake. The amount of offset is input by the user anc
the angle and distance are calculated. A shot taken on
the reference hub after it is set will output the elevation
of the RP and the plus or minus to the slope stake.

setting specific stations

This program allows the flexibility of setting stakes
wherever the terrain forms a high or low point, to best
define the top or toe of slope. Since the program calculates
the finished grade at any station you shoot, it isn't
necessary to only set those points with elevations shown
on the profile.

To stake at specific stations, at 25' or 50' intervals, you
can set the station at an offset (determined as approximate
catch point based on the drawings) for the first trial
station, using HEAE and BEEES.

After input of the station and offset the program will
output the angle and distance to that point. Set a
temporary point there and take a shot on it. The output
will tell you which way, and how far, to the catch point.

Since the ground changes, it should be understood that
this distance is where the catch point would be if the
ground were flat.

the cut and fill factors

The actual point where the slope will end is seldom at the
same elevation as profile grade. Use of these factors
causes the adjustments to profile grade to be made
automatically. These factors are discussed in more detail
on page 8-6.
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user's instructions

The program uses the menu for a prompt bar and the
softkeys for input of the required data. Begin by stroking

HELE , and the first of the prompt bars appears for
information input relative to the instrument setup:

INSTRUMENT DATA

TPTReR

 

Input the station which (or opposite
which) is occupied by the instrument.
Stroke

[flfl-’fl.’flfll

If the instrument is on centerline, input
0. If the instrument is at an offset
distance from centerline, input the offset
distance. If the offset is left of
centerline, stroke @ before stroking

IR
Input the elevation of the height of
instrument. Stroke _—

PR

If the instrument station is within a
curve, stroke HTIH to bring up the
prompt bar for curve data input.

If there is a height difference (i.e.:
top-mounted EDM) between the scope line
of sight and the EDM line of sight that
is NOT corrected by use of an offset
target at the rod, input the distance
(difference) and stroke RLTIR.

When all of the data pertaining to the
instrument has been input, stroke

eT

BACKSIGHT DATA
TTROVeTRMe

Input the backsight station, stroke

ETH
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Input the offset distance (0, if the
backsight is on centerline). If the offset
is to the left, stroke before stroking

 

If the backsight is on a curve (but the
instrument was not) stroke EHTIE to bring
up the curve data prompt bar.

CURVE DATA
30N ENDE]CONT

This bar will appear, if neither the
instrument nor backsight were on a
curve, to give you a chance to input
curve data for a curve in the work area.

 

Input the beginning station of the curve
and stroke

 

Input the central angle (if the curve is
to the left, stroke @B) and stroke

  

Input the radius of the curve and stroke

 

Input an ending station and stroke

After all of the needed data has been

input, stroke

 

GRADE DATA
GIM|CFACIF.FRC]W.C.|CONT

Input the finished grade elevation at the
instrument station. If the instrument
is at a station which is located within
a vertical curve, input the elevation of
the back tangent profile grade. Stroke  
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Input the percent of grade for the
vertical alignment, If negative, & .
Stroke -

EHLH
Input the "cut factor" (see page 8-6).
This is the difference between profile
grade and the hinge-point of the cut
section. If negative, @8, then stroke

T
Input the "fill factor" (page 8-6). This
is the difference in elevation between
the finished (profile) grade and the
hinge-point in a fill section. If negative,

@Band stroke LT

If there is a vertical curve in the work
area, stroke @ to bring up the
vertical prompt bar. When all data has
been input, stroke “!lH“

vertical curve input

When there is a vertical curve in the work area, the

information is input as shown below:

VERTICAL CURVE DATA

TIDTVGeTl
Input the station at the beginning of the
vertical curve. In the case of a grade
break, instead of a curve, input the
station at the grade break. Stroke

MLl
Input the length of the vertical curve.
If this is a grade break instead of a
curve, input 0, then stroke ““m“u“mm’

  

Input the percent of grade leaving the
vertical curve. If negative, before
stroking s

7 bl TTH

stroke [H[i@# to continue.
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cut and fill factors

These factors are simply the difference between the finish
profile grade and the hinge point you are staking to.
If, for instance, you were staking to the back of a bench
in a cut section, this could be a difference of 20 or more
feet.

If you look at the typical sections shown below, the hinge
point of the cut would be at the flowline of the ditch, while
the fill section hinge point is located at the edge of the
shoulder.

 

 

    

 

26'-0" 30'-0"

8'-6 17'-6 17'-6" . 8'-6" 4'-0

I 15
1

2
«43

2%+ _jl

TYPICAL FILL SECTION € TYPICAL CUT SECTION

The factor will be the sum of the differences. We have
17.5 feet at -2%, +0.5' for the curb, and 8.5' at +4% on
both sides; (17.5)(-.02) + 0.5 + (8.5)(.04) = +0.49. This
is the fill factor, and is the difference between the profile
grade and the edge of the shoulder on both sides.

In the cut section, we have the added ditch, 4 feet at

a 2:1 slope, which is -2'. This gives a cut factor of -1.51.

This typical section will be used for the keystroke example,
so the factors in the example will be as shown.

staking menus

There are two menus used in the slope-staking process.
The first is for input of the measurements. It also .has
keys that let you tell the program whether you are staking
a cut or a fill: "

B

If you have been staking in a cut section,

but want to switch to a fill section, prior
to data input, stroke !flm

i,

\_ J
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If you have been staking a fill, ana want
to switch to a cut section, prior to data
input, stroke -

i

The second menu, which is displayed with the output
information (or may be reached by stroking [ ), allows
entry of new factors if the typical section changes from
the original design: .

 

To change the cut factor, input the new
factor and stroke

7 [T

to change the fill factor, input the new
factor and stroke

HEHIF

The program will calculate the catch points based on the
new input, until you change it again. The new factor
also becomes the current factor. If you have just input
a new fill factor, but are currently staking a cut, stroke

before beginning input of the shot.

 

setting a specific station/offset

The second menu also has keys for setting a specific station
and offset as a starting point.

Input the station you want to set, stroke

The angle and distance to the selected station/offset will
be displayed, and setting this point gives you a starting
point for that station's slope stake.

Input the offset, stroke

shot data input

INPUT SHOT

"He zelmpLoTRTO     
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The first time this prompt appears, or at any time when
you want to change the hinge point (from cut to fill or
from fill to cut), select the appropriate factor

If staking a cut, stroke o
g

If staking a fill, stroke

R

  

AT

Input the horizontal angle

Input the zenith angle WW

Input the measured slope distance

=

Because, in slope staking, the rod is always a minus, the
program will indicate that; you need not change the sign.
Once the rod has been input you do not have to input
it again, unless it changes. Stroking il will cause the
program to repeat the last rod reading for this shot.

Input the rod reading, stroke T
L

The next two prompts are for the "half-width" and the
slope ratio. Since they may both vary, the value about
to be used for the calculation is displayed, and may be
changed at this time by input of a new value, prior to
stroking Fai[yEH.

W/2 = 0.00
  

 

BTl

Input the correct half-width value, if it
is different than the wvalue which is

displayed
eageseregaerees,

Tl

Slope Ratio = 0:1
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Input the correct slope ratio value if
different from the value displayed

BTl

At this point the display will show the distance to the actual
catch point. If the distance is considered to be within
tolerance, stroke [IE[E. If it is not, have the rodman
move to a new position (based on the displayed inform-
ation), return to the other menu by stroking , and
begin with input of the data from the new shot.

to set a reference stake

Once you have reached the catch point, stroking EEE will
display the information for making out the slope stake.

Input the distance you want to use, from
the slope stake to the reference stake.
If it is left of centerline, @&, then stroke

=L
The distance and angle to set the reference stake will be
displayed. Set the point and take a shot on it. The data
is input in the same manner as any other shot, but the
reference stake information will be output.

program limits

There are no limits to the widths of a cut or fill staked
with this program. In bench cuts, the cut factor can move
the hinge point elevation to any needed height, and the
half-width can account for the total offset to the hinge
point.

The program is limited to working only in one horizontal
and one vertical curve at a time. Much field time may
be saved by pre-nlanning the setup points for maximum
coverage of each area to be staked.

keystroke example

In addition to the typical section on page 8-6, the example
uses the horizontal and vertical alignments shown on the
next page. After the keystroke example we have included
some more 'practice shots' that you can try.

8-9
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R = 800.00'
A = 8°57'09"
L = 125.00'
T = 62.63'
C = 124.87

/

@Backsight is at
station 13+75 E.C.

Instrument is

7.00' left of
station 10+00

 

............................ feeeeeereinnnns
—-—instrument @ 10+00 { -
l/oR
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Access the program and bring up the first of the data
input prompts by stroking

INSTRUMENT DATA
STTPOOTTR

keystrokes:

(1JoJoJoJETH!
BB OB TR

&B B
HL T

BACKSIGHT DATA
Lo[TRT

  

keystrokes:

&ED &3 EB=6

I

T

MEGTEHNT
CURVE DATA
BA

keystrokes:

&E3 BB[
COEHEBGB0

A
(8] ofoJiik

CONT

 

BACKS
BERTIT

 

DAT
CHRVE  

keystroke:

FT  

M

PROFILE DATA
CETHES T

 

L

keystrokes:

3 B
PR

KB EB B33[
G&B

T

&8 &3 EB[0

R
VERTICAL CURVE
WATSTGA

keystrokes:

(1 JoJs] olENC
(2JoJoRl

RT
CHMT

This completes all of the
required data input.

screen:
 

 

INPUT SHOT

—_— 7
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Prior to the first shot input,
we need to say whether it's
a cut or fill section. We'll
assume that the first shot
will be fill, and stroke

R
Let's try a shot using the
following data:

horiz. angle 13°10'20"
zenith angle = 92°05'15"
slope distance = 187.40'
the rod reading is 5.00'

keystrokeS'

  

&T
W/2 =0.00
IIBWLA

keystrokes:

26 JEONT!
Slope Ratio = 0:1
ReisR

keystrokes:

3JEONT|
display: TRY 2.55' RIGHT

You need to have the rodman
go about 2; feet to the

right. We take a shot there,
with the following data:  

horiz. angle 13°57'00"
zenith angle 92°42'00"
slope distance = 187.90'
the rod reading is 5.00'

Input this new data. Note
that the 3 width and slope
ratio now show the correct
information, as last input.

keystrokes:

B
B-

(oJ 2]- J4]2]
==
B
M
L

W/2 = 26.00
EEEeeim0

keystroke:

ETl
Slope Ratio = 3:1

ITRRR

keystroke:

CHNT
display: TRY 8.94' LEFT

The ground slope has made
a difference, and you need
to go left about a foot, at
the same elevation, for a
catch point. On this shot
we get:

horiz. angle 13°30'25"
zenith angle 92°27'00"
slope distance = 187.70'
the rod reading is 5.00'  



 

/

keystrokes:

EBE DR
HE

(o 2] -] 2]
R

&83 -
Wl

L
W/2 = 26.00
RNR)eT

keystroke:
COMTY

Slope Ratio = 3:1

TTRPbeL

keystroke:

Tl
display: TRY @.89' RIGHT

This is close enough to use
for the catch point. Stroke

R
screen:

 

 

12.5 ‘

 e"TIHTWHT]“J

 

Let's set the reference point
at 15'

keystrokes:

L1 J5JURER:  

screen:
 
 

  

  

 

[ to set RP

UI“T= 192, 2
1"!48 1 "167I

INPUT SHOT
mmmmmm

N.________A/

INPUT SHOT
ST PYD

Turn the angle shown and
set the reference point at
the distance given. After
the point is set, take a shot
on it to get the elevation.
We'll use the following data:

horiz. angle = 17°48'30"
zenith angle = 93°06'15"
slope distance = 192.20'
the rod reading is 5.00'

 

keystrokes:

S
HLT

(o J3 -JojJe]1]5]
T3

SOne
M

bL

RP Elev = 93.2

+2.4 ® 15.9@ to 5.5, I

INPUT SHOT

S
—  /



 

 \_

Let's try one on the cut
side. First, change to the
cut factor by stroking

AL
We'll use the following data:

horiz. angle 348°23'00"
zenith angle = 89°19'50"
slope distance = 201.90'
the rod reading is 5.00'

  

keystrokes:

CDEOEER
AT

3CB

EBCEEE
M

TR
W/Z= 26
e

keystrokes:

0JEONT!
Slope Ratio = 3.00

 

DBT

keystrokes:

N B
TRY 8.29' RIGHT

Let's go a little to the right
and try another shot. We
get:

display:

horiz. angle = 348°25'40"
zenith angle = 89°17'20"
slope distance = 202.30'
the rod reading is 5.00'

 
 

keystrokes:

(aJ 8] J2]5]4]

SO e

(2JoJ 2]]3
L

wiz = 0.0 BT
i PRE—TR

keystroke:

COMT|
Slope ratio = 1.50:1

 

keystroke:

Rk
display: TRY @.@2' LEFT

keystrokes:

R
screen:
 
 

 

 

keystrokes:

(1o JREF
(we're going left)

\

 



 

 

screen: keystrokes:

soonan
to s=t RP Wm

¢t onoBan
%&fwflmmm WT LEE

' / BOODB0
LB

 

 

 

 

 

After setting the RP, we get g
a shot of: W

horiz. angle = 345°39'00" SCoottt
zenith angle = 87°32'00" ' ]
slope distance = 204.10'
the rod reading is 5.00' RP Elev = {17.4

-5.3 B 18.8 to 5.5, ’

   iT | 
extra practice

The shots listed below will give you some additional
practice with the keystrokes. The shots are to the catch
points, still using the same alignment. Remember to
change the cut or fill factor (if necessary) before input
of the shot. Forgetting to do so will result in an error
at the catch point.

 

 1. Cut section, set the RP

@ 15'. Use a zenith angle of Sta 12+93_Eg6 ‘
o19190" S88°12'20" for the RP shot. FPTEL = 1192.2

horiz. angle = 354°40'50" CUT 6.4 @ 9.6
zenith angle = 88°29'25"
slope distance = 400.70'
the rod reading is 5.00'

to =zet RP

DIoT=

 

1 -2.1 P 15.8 to 5.5  %



 

[

 

2. Fill section, set the RP

  

@ 15'. Use a zenith angle
of 89°40'30" for the RP shot. \

horiz. angle = 6°13'55" Sta 14+473,923
zenith angle = 89°25'40" gt Hiet]
slope distance = 477.50' )

FILL 4.8 @ 14.4the rod reading is 5.00'

H.P. El1 = 118.19
 
 

to st RP IEE]EI@EEIEMEELLL;‘EE )

OISeaties®s RP Elev = 111.3
+2.1 ® 15.8 to 5.5,
 

3. Cut section, set the RP

 

@ 15'. Use a zenith angle of
87°52'10" for the RP shot. —

. Sta 12+489.986 ]
horiz. angle = 351°23'30" I?‘4c 3' LEFT |
zenith angle = 88°21'00" PEL=117.7 |
slope distance = 315.00' CUT 8.3 @ 12.5 1l

. . ,
the rod reading is 5.00 H.P. E]1 = 1#9.29 |

v  to set RP 4

DIST = 317.29 RP Elev = 120.4
£ = 348°42'43.1 3

-2.7 ® 15.8 ta 5.5,
 

The two most likely sources of error when using this
program are forgetting to change the factor when going
from cut to fill (or fill to cut) and not checking that the
half-width and slope ratio are correct for the shot being
taken.

This program stores the raw data, slope stake information
and reference point information from each of the catch
points actually set. If you plan to keep a record of the
information, before beginning the next group of stakes
the information should be output to a printer.

To print out the run, first make sure that the calculator
is set to 'PRINT ON'. Stroke | and then E[Hi[]H.
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This program is designed for topo pickup in the field.
The Interface Pak, when published will work with this
(and other) programs in Version 3.0 to allow hookup

directly to most total stations.

The file that contains the control for the survey should
be the current file before you begin. This allows the
program to use existing points for the setup before
switching over to the data collection files. If you are not
using existing points, input them as NEW, but remember
that these points will reside in the current file.

Access the program by stroking Ifilm;;,;s

FILENAME? Select size

Input of the filename and selection of the file
size are done at the same time.

Stroke @@, type in the filename for the topo
file. Stroke [IlIM and then the softkey which
corresponds to the size of the file you want to
create.

The next prompt allows the user to select the point # to
be used for the first record at this setup. The file will
contain blank registers up to this point (default is 1).
The program will set up two parallel files, one for the
finished data and one for the raw data that is input.

INSTRUMENT @
POINT M
RS
  

 

Input the point number of the instrument point
and stroke R

§

or
Input the point number, stroke

 

INPUT COORDINATES
TS==Ti

Strox
roke W

Input the north coordinate, stroke ST
28388

L!!iklhL:§:§

 

 



 

 

Input the east coordinate, stroke

Y
i

   iB
Input of the elevation and descriptor are optional.

  

RT

This prompt requires the elevation of the scope,
in put the H.I. and stroke !“!]liqkfi}

foudendobuL8

BACKSIGHT
POINT NUMBER?
LERLET]B B

Input the point number of the backmght point
and stroke S

 

   

 

or

Stroke fi;
above).

The parallel files are set up by the program, and it
switches over to use them. The locations of the instrument
and backsight are inserted as record numbers 1 and 2,
in both files.

In record number 1, the height of instrument occupies

the field normally held by the elevation. A descriptor
is added to each of these records which gives the filename
and point number which were used for the points.

The prompts for shot input will begin with shot number
3, since 1 and 2 are the setup information.

INPUT SHOT #3*
UBeATTetb

Input the horizontal angle (D.ms) and stroke

HE
Input the zenith angle (D.ms) and stroke

 

This initial shot number will vary, depending on the first record number

set. It will always be the third record at each setup. This feature is handy
for use with multiple setups for the same job, allowing the merging of the
files without changing the record numbers of the shots taken in the field.  %
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Input the slope distance, stroke T

R

RO .00
OAAAT il

The current rod reading is always shown as a
reminder (the first time, 0.00). Check with

the rodperson to see if it is still current and
save some editing time later.

 

1]

To change the rod reading, input the correct
value and stroke 138:r "essest :"| 3

or “;i:..iH"iIhn!

If it is the correct rod, stroke

LABEL SHOT #3

 

There are two options for descriptor input:

P
Type in the description, up to 28 characters,
and stroke BI.JEE}“

If the description of the current shot is the same
as the last shot, take advantage of the 'repeat’

function and stroke Egmfl

INPUT SHOT #4
TPSTATeeT

To input the descriptor, stroke

or

Repeat the steps for input of the shots and descriptions
until you have completed the work from this topo point.

When finished, to exit the program, stroke
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The parallel data files are resized to conserve storage
registers.

 The display will show the final
file size, and the names of the , . . |
two files that have been created. 51ze of files is 287
The suffix, D, indicates the Data DRTA file: 'BOSSD!

file, R the raw file. RAW f1le: 'BOSSR'

 

The original file (control file) has |U

been made the current file. -

   
The new files will be inserted into the file list automatically
and may be accessed with ([, from the main menu, and
may be edited with VISIT (stroke () EB ), or as individual
points with JHTiM, after making the file to be edited
current.

The most common cause of required editing is through lack
of communication regarding the rod reading. If this is
the case, BOTH files must be edited.

NOTE: With this system, each setup requires a new file,
even though the setups are all part of the same job. In
the example, 'BOSS' is the filename. The filename for

the second setup could be 'BOSSZ2'

The files may later be combined in your PC, using whatever
file management system you have. See pages 2-4 and 2-5
for information on transfer and conversion of the files.

Caution: The symbol, ", may not be used as part of a
descriptor. If you want to indicate inches, us "in" instead
of the symbol, or let it be implied, as in 10 OAK TREE.

The raw data is stored as

Horizontal angle Slope distance Zenith angle Rod

with the angles in Degree, minute and seconds. The stored
finish data is in the form

North-coord East-coord Elevation Description
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Resection is wused to determine the position of the
instrument (relative to known points). Because some of

the programs use station/offset instead of coordinates for
location, the resection program will work either way.

By backsighting any three
- 3RD POINT

known points, angles can
be turned from the first ,o poiNT
point to the second, and |
from the second point to the @ 3
third. \ g - 3rd

. GE W

The backsighting should be LS |
ANdone, and the angles should

be input to the program, in S\ |
a clockwise direction, so / |
begin with the left-most 2/ |
point. ) |

The angles are entered \
first. The points may be ! N\
input as coordinates, point @ 9

. INSTRUMENT/
numbers, or stations and 1ST POINT LOCATION

offsets.

 

 

Access the program by stroking 5{!?[55{53

Input the two angles, using the angle keys, then

for coordinate input

Input each pair of coordinates as

N-Coord [EI3 E-Coord [H:[1[1]
The program continues automatically after the input of
the third point.

point number input

Just input the three point numbers as

point number [}
POINT NUMBER?
iis Ll

Input the point number you want to use for
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storing the instrument point, stroke n:Dlr
af [

The rest of the solution is automatic, and the stored point
can be used with 'SPRAY' to set any additional layout
points.

input with station/offset

This is sometimes the best way to go if you need the setup
point for working with the EDM Slope Staking program.

Input each of the station/offsets as

station AL offset [l

If you are sighting centerline stations, input 0 for the
offset. The output will be the station and offset of the
instrument.

1132
SRDG72 We will use the points shown

in the illustration to the left
for a keystroke example.
The three points may be

612 assumed to be known, but
\ not in storage.

20 If you want to try the input
ISTWS*.\ by point number, you can

T~ pre-store the stations with
T 'LOAD' prior to beginning.

In this example the angle from the 1st point to the 2nd
point was measured as 37°57'07", and the angle from the
2nd point to the 3rd as 17°00'47".

Access the program and input the
angles first. Next, either by
pre-storage or by coordinate
input, put in the three points.

Instrument @

626 . 3902
247.9910

N
E

Try one with the station/offset option using angles of
58°09'57" and 24°58'16", sighting centerline stations 10+00,
12450 and 13+50. You should get an answer of Station
12+17.32 at 192.17' right.  
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APPENDIX

The following are functions or systems contained in the
software from Surveying Packet #1 that may be used in
your own programs just as if they were HP48 commands.

Angular input D.ms indicates that the angle is in Degrees,
minutes and seconds, while D.dd indicates that the number

is in Decimal degrees.

ANGLE FUNCTIONS

AAO

ACTION: Labels the azimuth as a text string ready
for storage in the display or for printout.

REQUIREMENTS: Azimuth (D.ms) in Level 1

RESULT: Returns labeled text string to Level 1,
retains original value in Level 2
 

AAl

ACTION: Changes bearing to azimuth and returns
labeled text string ready for storage in the display
or for printout

REQUIREMENTS: Bearing (D.ms) in level 2, Quad
code in Level 1

RESULT: Returns labeled text string to Level 1,
azimuth (D,ms) to Level 2
 

BB1

ACTION: Changes azimuth to bearing as text
string ready for storage in the display or for
printout.

REQUIREMENTS: Azimuth (D.ms) in Level 1

RESULT: Returns bearing text string (D.ms)

to Level 1, retains original azimuth value in
Level 2
 

DCK

ACTION: (D.ms) Checks for negative angles and
changes negative angles to positive.

- Y,  



 

 

REQUIREMENTS: Angle (D.ms) in Level 1

RESULT: If angle<0, returns angle value between
0°-360° to Level 1
 

DCK1

ACTION: (D.dd) Checks for negative angles and

changes negative angles to positive.

REQUIREMENTS: Angle (D.dd) in Level 1

RESULT: If angle<0, returns angle value between
0°-360° to Level 1
 

DM

ACTION: Changes angle (D.ms) to labeled text
string.

REQUIREMENTS: Angle (D.ms) in Level 1

RESULT: Text string replaces angle in Level 1
 

COORDINATE FUNCTIONS

General information: The coordinate storage system
stores 4-dimensional coordinate pairs into its storage
registers at the POINT NUMBER indicated by a
number stored in the variable, PT. The functions
always work on the current file.
 

cup

ACTION: Actually a coordinate display system
supplement. Displays the point number, northing
and easting.

REQUIREMENTS: North coordinate in level 2, East
coordinate in Level 1 and the point number in the
variable PT

RESULT: The point number and coordinates are
stored into the display system, which is then
activated. The north coordinate remains in

Level 2, and the east coordinate remains in Level 1
 

 

 



 -

DUMP

ACTION: Outputs current file or specified block

of coordinates.

REQUIREMENTS: If Flag 55 is set, output is
directed to printer, If Flag 55 is clear, output
is to display (single-step)

For FILE output, filename should be in Level 1,
for block output, first point# in Level 2, last

point# in Level 1

RESULT: Coordinate listing from current file is
output as point number, northing and easting.
 

IN

ACTION: Stores a coordinate pair into the register
specified by the point number in variable PT.

REQUIREMENTS: North coordinate in Level 2,

East coordinate in Level 1

RESULT: Coordinates are stored g¢ito the specified
register as a 2-dimensional vector and removed
from the stack
 

 

LOAD

ACTION: Used to manually input coordinates.

REQUIREMENTS: none

RESULT: Calls up inter-active menu for coordin-
ate input

OouT

ACTION: Recalls a coordinate pair as specified
by the variable PT

REQUIREMENTS: The point number stored into
the variable PT

RESULT: Returns the coordinate pair; north
coordinate is in Level 2, east coordinate in Level 1
 

PINN

ACTION: Stores coordinate pairs as specified by  



 

point number in Level 1.

REQUIREMENTS: North coordinate in Level 3,

east coordinate in Level 2 and point number in
Level 1

RESULT: Stores coordinates into current file and

clears display
 

POUT

ACTION: Recalls coordinate pair as specified by
point number.

REQUIREMENTS: Point number in Level 1

RESULT: Recalls coordinate pair to stack, with
north coordinate in Level 2 and east coordinate

in Level 1. Point number remains in variable PT
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

display level

variableDISPLAY SYSTEM [
Text strings are stored into a 3
variable 'Dx', where x denotes C
the display line to be used. g

F
C1 G

ACTION: Clears line A of the display.

REQUIREMENTS: none

RESULT: Blank line at A in the display

C7

ACTION: Clears display

REQUIREMENTS: none

RESULT: Totally clears display system
 

Coo

ACTION: Right-justifies text string for display
output.

REQUIREMENTS: Text string in Level 1

RESULT: Adds leading blank spaces to text string
so the it may be displayed right-justified
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GENERAL USE FUNCTIONS

D7

ACTION: Activates display.

REQUIREMENTS: Depending on usage, may
require HALT to prevent continuation into follow-
ing program steps

RESULT: Display shows information stored in
variables 'DA' through 'DG' in display lines A
through G
 

PTC

ACTION: Displays prompt in line G and menu
with continue stroke.

REQUIREMENTS: Text string for the prompt in
Level 1

RESULT: Displays prompt string in line G and
halts for input. After CONT stroke, resets the
previous menu and continues with any following
program steps in program calling it
 

PR

ACTION: Printer control. Use in programs
instead of HP48 function 'PR1'.

REQUIREMENTS: If Flag 55 is set, output is
directed to the printer. If Flag 55 is clear,
calculator works at zero delay.

RESULT: Programs run faster by only setting
a delay when necessary for printout
 

P>R

ACTION: Polar to rectangular conversion.

REQUIREMENTS: Azimuth (D.dd) in Level 2,

distance in Level 1

RESULT: Departure in Level 2, Latitude in
Level 1
 

R>P

ACTION: Rectangular to polar conversion.   



 

 

REQUIREMENTS: Departure in Level 2, Latitude
in Level 1

RESULT: Returns azimuth (D.dd) to Level 2,

distance to Level 1
 

™

ACTION: Displays temporary "continue" menu
when input is needed.

REQUIREMENTS: none

RESULT: Provides CONT stroke for use in

programming
 

STORAGE SYSTEM

General information: There are 50 storage registers
(0 through 49) which may be used for scratch or
storage of data during a program. The following
functions work with this set of registers.
 

CLRG

ACTION: Clears all of the storage registers.

REQUIREMENTS: none

RESULT: All registers will contain zeros
 

RX

ACTION: Recalls object from storage register.

REQUIREMENTS: Register number in Level 1

RESULT: Object in specified register is returned
to Level 1
 

SX

ACTION: Stores object into specified register.

REQUIREMENTS: Object to be stored in Level 2,
storage register number in Level 1

RESULT: Returns object from specified storage
register to Level 1 after storing it
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